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WELCOME TO HALL SMITH LTD
 

 

Established in 2015, we create, produce and deliver luxury magazines 

to Wirral, Merseyside and Cheshire through our luxury titles: Wirral 

Life, Mersey Life and Chester Life.

The magazines contain aspirational content with highly polished 

art direction and are available in luxury print and digital formats. 

Typically, the publications are approx 100 pages and provides the 

ultimate guide to living the good life to local residents.

Produced to the highest specification that sets the titles aside 

from it’s competitors, the magazines incorporate property, food & 

drink, interiors, fashion & beauty, travel, motoring, business, society 

alongside interviews and features with leading figures and local 

contributors.

The magazines are the most circulated premium publication across 

Wirral, Merseyside and Cheshire and are available to pick up from 

M&S Food, Flannels, Sainsbury’s and selected high street outlets. 

• Monthly (12 issues per year).

• Luxury print and digital issue. 

• Readers are ABC1’s with high levels of disposable income.

• Available to pick up across affluent areas.
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A magazine advertising campaign has significant power to persuade people to buy products. 

As with television, magazine advertisements focuses on the visual presentation. The photo, the colours used, 

the font type selected - those choices make a huge difference in the unwritten message a magazine ad sends 

to readers. A newspaper ad doesn't have the same visual impact - it's not as glossy, and is often on a page 

with other ads or news stories which compete for readers' eyes. Television has impact, but the visuals are 

gone in a fleeting second. They don't hold attention like a magazine ad can.

Attention span of readers

Our readers are most likely to look at the entire issue. A magazine reader will likely flip through every page of 

an issue, as opposed to a newspaper reader who might toss aside entire sections. That means a magazine ad 

has the chance to be seen by every person who subscribes or picks up an issue at the newsstand.

Creating engaging adverts

The key is to create an advertisement that will get the reader to stop and read the words. Our team have vast 

experience designing adverts for some leading national and international brands.

Magazine advertisements have a longer shelf life

By its very nature, a daily newspaper has a limited window of relevance. Even a Sunday newspaper advertisement 

might miss the Monday-through-Friday readers. But a magazine ad can have value for the length of a current 

issue - a month or even longer. If sales don’t skyrocket the moment the issue containing your ad is released, 

there’s no need to worry. More people will be exposed to the advertisement with each passing day.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS ARE ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS TO REACH CUSTOMERS. 
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WHO ARE WE?

HALL SMITH LTD

THE FOUNDERS/EDITORS

Hall Smith Ltd was founded by Si Hall and Nicky Rigby-Smith 
in 2015 launching with Wirral Life Magazine. 

Si is a multi-award winning Creative Director with over 20 
years top national creative agency experience, producing 
work across all sectors, achieving over 40 national and 
international awards. 

Nicky is a marketing expert and spent her career working 
within the public sector, before running her own marketing, 
PR, campaign and events company for a mix of private and 
public sector clients. 

With their combined experience, they understand what 
businesses need from advertising, and how to make it work 
much harder through exceptional editorial, creative and 
targeted distribution. 

Si and Nicky are supported by an expert team of journalists, 
photographers, account managers, artworkers and event 
organisers.

Due to the overwhelming success of their initial magazine, 
they have since launched Chester Life and Mersey Life. 

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?

We are not just your typical magazine. 

Since the launch of the magazines in 2015, we have built 
our own brands ‘Wirral Life’ ‘Chester Life’ and ‘Mersey 
Life’ that people trust and feel connected to. 

Our team maintain a visible presence at many social 
events, online, social media and within communities 
and we support our advertisers through connecting 
them with key people to strengthen their sales offering.

Our magazines are the most premium quality and on 
average, magazines are picked up rapidly by readers 
within 48 hours of distribution at all stockists. 

It is the coffee table item that many households like 
to have on display in their homes, increasing total 
readership. They have also become collectible items.

Our social media followers across Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter is now collectively over 24,000 followers. 
And on average we have approximately 10,000 website 
visitors a month.

Many of our advertisers are still with us since the first 
issue and have benefited greatly through the long term 
relationship. 

It is our aim to make your advertising work for you, and 
to support your business through the magazine and 
other added value channels that we offer such as social 
events and online. 
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READERSHIP (per magazine): 25,000 

CIRCULATION (per magazine): 10,000

OUR DISTRIBUTION: Supermarkets, Department Stores, Independents, Restaurants, 
Pubs, Retail, Schools, Estate Agents, Hotels, Car Showrooms, Dentists, Clinics, Hospitals.

A full list of stockists is available. 

• PRESTIGE POSITIONS 

‘Established families in large detached homes living upmarket lifestyles’. Prestige 

Positions are affluent married couples whose successful careers have afforded 

them financial security and a spacious home in an established residential area.

• DOMESTIC SUCCESS 

‘Thriving families who are busy bringing up children and following careers’

Domestic Success are high-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in 

upmarket homes situated in sought after residential neighbourhoods.  

Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in  

higher managerial and professional roles.

• SUBURBAN STABILITY 

‘Mature suburban owners living settled lives in mid-range housing’ Suburban 

Stability are typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-

nest status and others with older children still at home. They live in mid-range 

family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been settled for many years. 

• SENIOR SECURITY 

‘Elderly people with assets who are enjoying a comfortable retirement’.  

Senior Security are elderly singles and couples who are still living independently  

in comfortable homes that they own. Property equity gives them a reassuring 

level of financial security. 

• ASPIRING HOMEMAKERS 

‘Younger households settling down in housing priced within their means’ 

Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set 

up home. They usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen 

to fit their budget.

OUR READERS
 

“They like to live the good life or aspire to do so.”
 

Our titles readers are mainly ABC1’s with high levels of disposable income. 

Targeted at the most affluent areas, readers are successful, professional and enjoy 

a good lifestyle. Accounting for over half of households, readers are categorised 

into the following Experian mosaic groups:

DISTRIBUTION 

Each title is available in luxury print and online. The magazine is free to pick 

up from M & S Food, Flannels, Sainsburys and specially selected outlets. The 

magazine is issued monthly.

   WIRRAL  MERSEY CHESTER

CIRCULATION 10,000 15,000 10,000

READERSHIP 38,000 57,000 38,000

(Figures based per month)
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FOOD & DRINK
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We we’re privileged to have a one-off exclusive preview of the new post 

lockdown ‘indoor’ menu with Colin, Peter, Phil and the chef ’s while they 

were finalising the last touches. 

It’s not everyday you’re allowed into a restaurant where they are still 

playing and refining the final elements - ‘what do you think of this, or 

that’, do you prefer this? It was quite an experience to witness their unique 

kind of Tapas idea alchemy. 

Our favourite kind of chef ’s are restless and those who ‘can’t leave it 

alone’, constantly looking for the highest quality inspiration from afar, 

then add their own unique twist on something relatively and regionally 

unknown. So glad this place has survived the small business apocalypse 

and delighted to be back here finally at Wirral Life’s ‘Wirral Gold 

Restaurant Of The Year’ Winner.

This was a special pre-opening menu tasting (all of your favourites are 

still available, this review is purely the new creations).

From it’s creative inception 4 years ago, the chefs have been feverishly 

working on their own ‘point of difference’. During that time, across all of 

our magazines, we could not find anywhere that comes remotely close. 

You must try the new selection, it clearly wasn’t put together overnight...

These are the new dishes we dived into...

Iberian style pate - pork and raisins in Pedro Ximenez

The TTK version of the famous Cadiz bay shrimp fritters served with a 

chilli and lemon aioli Garlic and smoked pimento rubbed shank of lamb 

- slow roasted, mint infused salsa fresca.

Crispy coated buttermilk chicken - classic hazelnut infused romesco 

sauce.

Basque pork belly pintxos, sherry vinegar, sticky orange and quince glaze

Fresh Cornish crab croquetas in panko crumbs chilli spiked bell pepper 

and mayonnaise.

Pan roasted sea bass fillets, fennel and cherry tomato salad citrus dressing

‘Galician’ style cod loin, roasted with vegetable pisto and flavourings of 

chorizo.

Aubergine rebozado (cumin spiced batter) coriander and sweetened 

chilli jam.

Sweet potato frites dusted with pimenton – salsa rossa.

WHAT’S FOR AFTERS?

Valencian Orange and Chocolate Mousse

velvety chocolate mousse, orange caramel glaze – with a crushed bitter 

orange crumb (vg)

Tarta de Manzana

Pastry tart with apricot jam caramelised baked apples

vanilla bean ice cream

Santiago Cake

The classic Spanish almond cake, Cinnamon and spiked Catalan custard 

(v)

Postre Helado 

Andalusian parfait with raspberries 

crushed frozen meringue, fresh berry coulis, ginger biscuit crumb

Toasted Churros

Sugar coated toasted churros, dulce de leche dipping sauce

whipped cream 

CREATIVE COCKTAILS 

Fresh Berry Sparkling Sangria

Rose vermouth, bilberry gin, fresh berries, chilled cava

Orange & elderflower Sparkling Sangria

Orange liqueur, elderflower gin, citrus fruits, chilled cava

Welcome back guys! Absolutely Fantastic! 

Well done - Full marks!

THE TAPAS KITCHEN 
by Si Hall & Arthur Gold
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WELCOME BACK....

BY PAUL ASKEW, CHEF PATRON OF 

THE ART SCHOOL RESTAURANT

Our doors of the main restaurant reopened on Tuesday 

18th May for dinner, and by god it feels good to be back.

Of course, we’ve been in the kitchen a fair amount over 
the last few months preparing at home boxes, and more 
recently welcoming guests to our courtyard dining. But, 
hand on heart I can honestly say nothing quite beats the 
feeling of being able to see our guests through our kitchen 
galley window enjoying the dishes we’ve created for them. 
Vincent, my senior Sous Chef, who’s been with me since I 
opened The Art School, and I have been working on menu 
development for our eagerly anticipated return. Redpoll 
beef and salt marsh lamb features prominently on some 
of our menus, in preparation I took some of the kitchen 
brigade to a butchery masterclass with Callum Edge, from 
Edge butchers in New Ferry. 

Callum’s butchery heritage can be traced back to the 1700’s 
and the shop, opened in 1844 by Callum’s great great 
grandfather.  They are one of a number of local suppliers 
we use, including Wards Fish in Birkenhead Market, 
they all share our food philosophy, sustainable, seasonal, 
responsibly sourced and at the very peak of its flavour. We 
will never compromise on the finest quality of ingredients 
despite current economic challenges.

The restaurant will be open from Tuesday to Saturday for 
lunch, pre theatre and evening service and I’m delighted 

by the level of support from all of our loyal customers. 
It has meant we’ve returned to almost full dining rooms 
which is wonderful for the team and essential for the 
survival of our sector. 

Given the success of our courtyard, despite the odd 
washout, I’ve decided that we’ll keep the area open for 
bookings and walk-ins even when the main restaurant is 
open. We’ve created some new, very popular, dishes for 
our light bites offer and will continue to develop the menu 
to reflect the different seasons ahead. 

For the time being we will be winding down our at home 
boxes, afternoon tea will still be available and there will be 
special deluxe BBQ boxes created for BBQ season when 
the weather turns. Our Emporium will also remain open 
in The Cellars, it’s been a good way of making a selection 
of things we produce and some of the finest ingredients we 
use directly available to you. 

For now, the kitchen awaits!

Much love to you all

Chef Askew

M
L

The perfect location
for your special occasion

T H E

ART SCHOOL
PAUL ASKEW

Enjoy the finest in seasonal fayre at the multi-award winning 

Art School Restaurant.

Relax in our main dining room and enjoy the finest food from our prix fixe,  
excellence or tasting menus. Let our Sommelier team hand select perfectly  

paired wines from our extensive wine list for your enjoyment.

Continue your gastronomic journey in the Art School Cellars with homemade 

breads, artisan Charcuterie and cheese and an extensive wine and cocktail list.

Our Cellars house a stunning private tasting room.  

Suitable for up to 10 guests the Sommelier led room offers a range  
of  packages with small plates paired to the finest wines.

The latest addition to the Art School family is The Moriarty Private Dining Room. 

Beautifully presented, the room, served by its own kitchen and bar, 
accommodates up to 24 guests.

For further information, to arrange an appointment to view 

or to book please contact guest reservations.

eat@theartschoolrestaurant.co.uk
0151 230 8600

NO1 SUGNALL STREET

LIVERPOOL

L7 7EB

PAUL ASKEW
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THE LAWNS, THORNTON HALL HOTEL
by Si Hall & Nicky Rigby-Smith

The Lawns Restaurant at Thornton Hall Hotel is renowned for 

superb international cuisine, offering an extensive selection of 

wines from around the world to accompany their a la carte 

and tasting menus. The room is beautifully styled, decadent 

and is the ideal venue for any special occasion. Wirral Life 

went along to try out the tasting menu.

Warmly greeted by the Restaurant manager, Meg, and John our 
sommelier, we were seated at our table. 

First out was a cold, crisp glass of champagne with canapés 
that included Squid ink macaroons with cod roe; Beef tendon 
crisp with a smoked emulsion and grated ox heart; and Curried 
Aubergine. Exquisitely and delicately presented, this was a great 
start to our dining experience.

Next out was warm, fresh brioche (made on the premises daily) 
which was laminated in truffle, Old Winchester cheese and 
Abernethy butter. Yum. 

The amuse bouche was a set pea dashi with pea tartare and feta 
mousse. Delicious with a lovely combination of textures. 

Next course was poached lobster with a strawberry gazpacho. 
Wow! This dish was a work of art. The lobster was divine and 
the strawberry worked well on the palate. It was paired with a 
Riesling - dry, citrus fruit and green apple undertones – forget 
what you think you remember about Riesling, this is just how a 
Riesling should taste.

The Smoked Eel with Jersey royals, lovage emulsion, pickle 
hawabi and a golden cross goats cheese, carefully constructed, 
cooked perfectly and tasted fantastic. It was paired with a New 
Zealand Sauvignon Blanc which was ideal and didn’t overpower 
the dish.

Beetroot with a golden cross mousse – one word, amazing! Paired 
with an Australian Chardonnay which worked wonderfully.

A dish we were really looking forward to was the Yorkshire 
Grouse. Caught wild, this was rich and divine! The Grouse was 
soft, tender and served slightly pink. Paired with an Cabernet 
Sauvignon from South America, the tannins were negligible and 
the fruit perfectly complemented the jus. Excellent!

On to desserts and out came the homemade Twister with 
prosecco. This will take you back to your childhood – and looked 
exactly like the twister ice lolly you remember, but with a 'twist'. 
Made with goats cheese. All credit to the Chef! Outstanding.

The Cherry puree tart with cherry jam, English cherries and a 
woodruff sprinkling… the perfect autumn dessert, a generous 
portion and just delicious. This was paired with a French dessert 
wine - Coteaux de Layon.

As the cheeseboard looked so impressive, we couldn’t resist 
the Chariot De Fromage course. We chose Lord of London, 
Lancashire Bomb, Fau Marie – a French blue, Cerney Ash – a 
Goats cheese, Comte - a hard cheese and Bosworth Ash. Served 
with lavoche, fruit bread, quince paste and preserves. 

If you’re looking for a fine dining restaurant in Wirral – then this 
is the place. Reasonably priced at £85 or £130pp which includes 
the wine flight. Impeccable service. Elegant surroundings. 
The staff are warm, charming and knowledgeable, sommelier 
John had a well crafted choice. The very talented Chef Richard 
Collingwood has created an exciting menu, executed brilliantly. 

It's great to have this high end cuisine available on the Wirral. 
Five stars plus! 

Booking advisable. Call 0151 336 3938.
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PANORAMIC 34
by Si Hall and Arthur Gold

Panoramic 34 has always been renowned for the highest quality in 

everything they do, including the height of the restaurant - 300 feet 

from the street.

As the name suggests you have a unique amazing 360 view of Liverpool 
and the Wirral, which in itself is quite mesmerising.

Welcomed by the charming Maître d’ and Sommelier David Beaufort-
Dysart, we started with a glass of Gusbourne Rose, a delightful light 
blush English sparkling wine, (even if you don’t like Rose, you will like 
this) which really set the tone of what we were about to experience, we 
were in the company of a team who really knew what they were doing.

When you read the imaginative menu, you think you’ve got a pretty 
good idea of what flavours to expect. Wrong. Forget what you presume.

First out was Chef ’s selection of delicious canapés:

• Mushroom, Mushroom and more Mushroom - Consommé, 
Gnocchi, Raw, Pickled.

• Chalk Stream Trout - Nasturtium, Potato, Radish, Black Garlic.

• Charred Beef Fillet & Onglet Tartare - Jerusalem Artichoke, Egg 
Yolk, Bovril.

We’d heard the new Chef Elliot Hill was creative and ‘all about the 
flavour’ no kidding, these were very inventive and tasted incredible.

For starters, first up was the Mackerel with Pickled Green Chilli, 
Cucumber, Mint and Buttermilk. This was a really interesting combo 
of contrasts, it totally worked. Very clever. Paired with a Torrontes, 
Amauta Absoluto.

Slow cooked cackleberry egg, truffle, celeriac, celery.  Very delicate and 
perfectly prepared rare egg. Beautiful and packed with flavour. Paired 
with a Sharpham, Pinot Noir.

The Iced Salad. Burt’s Blue Cheese with Walnut, Red Apple, Celery and 
Grape. This knocked me clean out, clean being the word. I love Waldorf 
salad but this re-imagining took it to a different level, so fresh, such 
bright unexpected flavours, I could literally eat this every day. Forever. 
I felt cleansed. Do they deliver?

More playfulness arrived in the form of a beautifully buttery Halibut, 
Scallop, Roast Chicken Butter Sauce, with a Fennel Hazelnut and 
Chicken Skin Crumble. One word. Genius. Paired with an Albarino, 
El Jardin de Luca.  

Salt Chamber Dry Aged Goosnargh Duck, Salsify, Curd, Lovage. A 
perfectly cooked moist piece of duck with a creative difference, the 
lovage alone as an assistant took this into new territory, again another 
surprise flavour sensation. Ambition well played. Paired with a Rioja 
Reserva, Gomez Cruzado.

Sadly, our amazing meal was almost at an end, but not before we were 
seduced by a Michel Cluizel Dark Chocolate Ganache, Malt Ice Cream, 
Coffee and Hazelnut. Visually beautiful, indulgent and luscious.

Forced Yorkshire Rhubarb, Ginger Beer and Buttermilk. Another 
genuine surprise of flavour collections, super fresh, excellent. Paired 
with a ’Sticky Mickey’ New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc.

Our favourite type of Chefs and Sommeliers are restless ones, they 
can’t leave anything alone, constantly tweaking, experimenting, reverse 
engineering flavours they stumble across, constantly honing their craft, 
tirelessly, that’s clearly what we have here with the gifted Chef Elliot Hill 
and the hugely knowledgeable and passionate Maître d’ and Sommelier 
David Beaufort-Dysart.

This is exceptional food, done exceptionally well. 5 stars.

To book call Panoramic 34 on 0151 236 5534.
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W
LFrom launching a new 

restaurant, bar, club or menu 
to food reviews and interviews 
with head chefs, we can help 
to ensure that your message 
reaches our readers through 
our authoritative food and 
drink section  which is essential 
reading for all who appreciate 
the world of food and drink. 

Our readers are interested in 
where to eat, what to eat and 
what’s new.

Not only can we support you 
through advertising, but we 
can work with you to support 
your launch event, come along 
and review your menu  with 
our photographers or interview 
key personnel so that readers 
get to know your team. 
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Abbottsford Fifteen, Blundellsands
Open Day 29th February, 11am-3pm

Abbottsford Fifteen is a stunning, residential 
development of just seven, one and two bedroom 
apartments. The building has been subject to an 
exceptional conversion of this beautiful period building, 
set in the heart of Blundellsands, one of Liverpool's 
most affluent suburbs.

The apartments will be available from the beginning of May and 

will be finished to a contemporary style however retaining many 
character features of the building. Each apartment offers a different 
layout, two of which offer duplex accommodation. The kitchens will 
be modern in design and have fully integrated appliances with oven, 
hob, extractor hood, fridge freezer, microwave and wine cooler. The 
bathrooms will offer a boutique feel with Italian Porcelain tiles, three 
piece suite with rain shower and integrated wall mounted mirrored 
unit with shaver point. The ground floor apartments will have their 
own patio area, whilst there is a lovely communal garden for all 
residents. Each apartment will have its own parking space and garden 
storage unit.
 

Within minutes of Crosby Beach, these Seven beautifully-appointed 
apartments are designed for professionals working in the city, but 
looking for a relaxed coastal lifestyle. Crosby Beach is home to Sir 
Antony Gormley's iconic art installation, 'Another Place'. Crosby was 
recently named by 'The Sunday Times' as one of the top 5 places to 
live in the North West and is popular with sports stars and celebrities.

Contact Berkeley Shaw Estate 
Agents on 0151 924 6000 (Crosby) 
or 01704 651000 (Formby).
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PRESTIGE SALES | LET TINGS | BLOCK MANAGEMENT | LAND

Call now to book your free market appraisal, and find out how we can help you move home

www.berkeleyshaw.com 0151 924 6000 | 01704 651 000

35 Liverpool Road

Great Crosby

Liverpool L23 5SD

CROSBY FORMBY

The Beacons

School Lane

Formby L37 3LN

SOUTHPORT

25 Hoghton Street

Southport 

PR9 0NS

LIVERPOOL

The Plaza

100 Old Hall Street

Liverpool L3 9QJ
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Having the beauty of the coast mere moments from your home 

sounds like a dream come true. And with The Villas, a traditionally 

designed collection of homes in Blundellsands, that dream is a 

reality. 

Comprised of just 14 detached homes, The Villas is a much sought-
after location for home owners, and it’s not difficult to see why. It’s 
just a 5-minute walk away from the coast, so you and your family will 
be able to unwind knowing that truly stunning scenery is on your 
doorstep.

Set along a private drive, The Villas has all the charm and peaceful 
environment needed to make it a truly unique place for you to make 
memories as a family.

For those who like to unwind on the golf course, you’ll be situated 
next door to the award-winning West Lancashire Golf Club. One 
of the ten oldest golf clubs in England, the course boasts one of the 
country’s most natural and testing links, and it’s directly next door to 
The Villas.

Blundellsands is also home to its own Lawn Tennis Club, as well as 
the Crosby Leisure Centre pool and gym, so there’s no shortage of 
ways for you to work up a sweat and fit in some exercise a mere stone’s 
throw away from your home.

The opportunity to make this exclusive and sublimely situated 
development your home won’t be around for long, as there are only 
five homes remaining out of the 14 built. They are each designed to 
be as spacious and luxurious as possible, and all have 5 bedrooms.
And it’s not just the area of Blundellsands that makes this development 
such an ideal location. Hop into your car, and you’ll soon find 
yourself in the picturesque Little Crosby, a quirky and quaint village 
with countless independent shops, bars and restaurants.

Slightly further afield is the town of Great Crosby, the perfect place 
for a spot of high street shopping and supermarkets with those every 
day essentials.

Each property on the development has been carefully positioned 
to take full advantage of this exclusive location, and it’s also ideally 
situated for those who commute or travel for work, given that the 
development is only a short walk from Hall Road train station.

Despite the peaceful and tranquil environment afforded by the 
location of The Villas, metropolitan life isn’t that far away either. 
Liverpool, the cultural hub and home to endless entertainment and 
retail choices, is only 20 minutes away by train. 

And for the times when you’re craving a slightly more exotic beach 
or a quick weekend away, Liverpool John Lennon Airport is only half 
an hour away by car.

The houses at The Villas have been designed with the detail, history 
and interesting aspects of the surrounding area in mind. Architects 
worked hard to incorporate interesting and diverse touches and 
detail into each of the homes, including brick eaves and stone sills.

Lush gardens come as standard too. Whether you want to look out at 
a beautiful green lawn, or you want to show off your green thumb by 
planting your own flower-beds, you can do so at The Villas.

But as we all know, it’s not solely what’s on the outside that counts, 
so the design of these homes was curated to be equipped for modern 
lifestyles. Living at The Villas has been designed so that you and your 
loved ones enjoy spending their time both alone and as a family.

Of course, in order to make a house a home you need to add personal, 
family decorative flourishes wherever possible. This has also been a 
factor in the design of homes at The Villas, as they provide you with 
the opportunity to add your stamp of individuality and personalise 
your home with a choice of beautifully selected interiors.

You can also rest assured that the homes at The Villas were designed 
with Morris Homes’ standard unwavering commitment to quality 
and finished to an impeccable standard. The fixtures and fittings have 
been handpicked from prestigious names, such as Neff, Amtico, and 
Villeroy and Boch.

There are only five homes left, and if you decide to take the step into 
your new life at The Villas Morris Homes will contribute £5,000 
towards stamp duty, and a further £1,000 towards your moving costs.

To enquire about your home at The Villas, simply visit www.

morrishomes.co.uk, or call 0151 909 8612 and speak to our team 

of friendly and helpful sales advisors. Prices start from £679,750. 

LIVE YOUR LIFE A PEBBLE’S THROW 

FROM THE BEACH, AT THE VILLAS

SL

Escape to
the coast.

Imagine a windy walk on Crosby beach, then coming home to the smell of 

Sunday lunch, slow cooking in the oven. Sound idyllic? Then our exclusive 

collection of 5 bedroom homes at Blundellsands are just what you’re looking 

for. A pebble’s throw from the beach and with space aplenty, it’s no surprise 

only a few of these rare homes remain. And as if luxury and location wasn’t 

enough, there’s plenty of extras to enjoy too.

Prices start from £679,750. Speak to a Sales Advisor for more details.

morrishomes.co.uk 

Part Exchange based on RICS valuation. Part exchange, luxury flooring throughout, £5000 towards Stamp Duty and 

£1000 towards moving costs available on selected plots only. Details and prices correct at time of going to print. 

Images representative only. For full terms and conditions visit morrishomes.co.uk/terms-and-conditions

Part

Exchange 

available

Luxury

flooring 

throughout

£5000 

towards 

Stamp Duty

£1000 

towards 

moving costs

ONLY 

A FEW 

HOMES 

REMAIN

The Villas, Hall Road West, Blundellsands L23 8SX

Call: 0151 909 8612  Opening times: Thursday-Monday 10.30am-5.30pm

T: 01244 328 361   W: jackson-stops.co.uk

PROPERTY EXPERTS SINCE 1910
Local and National reach 
through a network of London 
and Regional offices

A unique opportunity to create an outstanding country house
Proposed: House (9,825 sq ft) • 4 reception rooms • Orangery
• 6 bedrooms • 3 dressing rooms • 5 bathrooms.  Existing: Leisure suite
(4,020 sq ft) to be fitted out • 3 cottages • Flat • Formal gardens
• Estate yard • Farm buildings • In all about 54.60 acres
• Further 39.10 acres by separate negotiation to include Bath Wood  

CHESHIRE, NR TARPORLEY 

GUIDE PRICE: £2,950,000 

CHESTER

01244 328 361
chester@jackson-stops.co.uk
jackson-stops.co.uk

QUEENS PARK, CHESTER        

An impressive and superbly designed bespoke eco-friendly property, completed 
to an extremely high specification and occupying one of the finest locations in 
Chester overlooking the River Dee and The Groves.  
• Spacious and well proportioned accommodation including cinema room • High quality kitchen 
and bathroom fitments • Air source heating system serving underfloor heating throughout • High 
levels of insulation with double and triple glazing providing excellent ‘B’ energy rating • Double 
Garage with Room over • Secure Parking for several vehicles • Terrace overlooking the river • 
Astroturf Garden with direct access to beside the river • Fantastic river and city views • Within a 
short walk of the city centre with its shops and restaurants.

GUIDE PRICE: £2,250,000
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Capenhurst Lane, Chester

£895,000

A fantastic opportunity to acquire a small holding 
with equestrian facilities in a semi-rural yet accessible 
location.

Lane Farm is a most attractive detached residence which enjoys 
far reaching views over open countryside. There are extensive 
outbuildings and farm buildings all set within approximately 6 acres.

The property is approached through a dual access driveway via 
electric timber gates which leads to a parking and turning area. The 
property has private lawned gardens and patio areas and there is an 
enclosed utility area with an allotment. The agricultural land is laid to 
pasture and there is a large portal framed barn and two stable blocks 
in addition to a manège, large garage and workshop.

The property has been fully renovated and provides very spacious 
accommodation that is finished to an excellent standard with quality 
fittings throughout. The accommodation comprises, entrance hallway 
with study and cloakroom off. The hallway leads to the kitchen which 
is well-appointed with granite work surfaces, Range style cooker 
and integrated dishwasher, and there is a separate utility room. The 
ground floor has four reception rooms which consist of a lounge with 
log burning stove, sitting room, formal dining room and conservatory.
On the first floor is a large landing, four bedrooms and a family 

bathroom. The master bedroom has a dressing room and en-
suite bathroom.

This impressive property will be of particular interest to those 
buyer seeking small holding or equestrian opportunities and 
early viewing is highly recommended.

MERSEY LIFE PROPERTY 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CONSTABLES ESTATE AGENTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL CONSTABLES ON 0151 353 1333
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Victoria Road, Little Neston
£625,000

Meticulous in its design and representing a truly fine 
example of old meets new, this wonderful property in 
Little Neston, Cheshire blends a grade II-listed 17th-
century house with a contemporary design by architects 
Azzurri who worked closely with the owners to create 
this stunning home.

Given the nature of the grade-II listing, the emphasis was on restoring 
the original building with great integrity whilst creating a modern 
conversion that dramatically expanded the living space.

The restoration allowed the owners to specify thoughtful modern 
additions that elevated the original building, with particular focus on 
creating a sustainable modern home that celebrated the protected 
heritage. Amongst other details, the original cruck frame and exposed 
beams have been retained, the slate roof tiles were replaced, all 
the windows were replaced with appropriate alternatives, and the 
internal doors have been replaced with solid oak doors and the floors 
replaced with solid oak and underlaid with underfloor heating so 
that the exposed sandstone inner walls were not spoilt with modern 
radiators. The property also has a built in speaker system.

The house is approached along a quiet lane through electric gates 
which open to a gravel driveway providing off road parking and 

access to a garage with double doors. Planning permission 
has been submitted for the conversion of the garage and 
dressing room to create an additional bedroom. 

The main entrance to the house is a glazed-link with 
contemporary aluminium framed roof structure, the entrance 
is open plan to a reception room with log burning stove and 
provides access to an impressive open plan kitchen-dining 
room. The property has an impressive master suite with 
vaulted ceiling, en-suite shower room and walk-in wardrobe. 
There are two further double bedrooms. Planning has been 
applied to convert the garage to an additional (4th) bedroom.

Our magazines shine a spotlight 
on the most exclusive properties.

We have a great relationship 
with Estate Agents who benefit 
from a close working partnership  
with us. 

Our property advertisers receive 
complimentary editorial space 
to feature the properties of their 
choice.

For new build developers, we 
can come along and take a tour 
of the new development to 
feature in the magazines. 
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INTERIOR INSPIRATION
BY KATE KINGSTON

Kate Kingston, Managing Director of Kingston Shaw, an award winning 
interior design company with offices on the Wirral, London and Dubai, 
shares with us the latest trends for creating the perfect home. 

BACK TO NATURE

This perennial style has been updated again!  The desire to be outdoors 
in the great indoors has reached epic proportions and you can find 
natures influence on soft furnishings to wardrobes.  

Did you know that the use of nature in design is also called Biomimicry. 
Technically it is the study of nature, inspiring designs, to solve human 
problems… for example, hook and loop (Velcro) designed after bur 
hooks.

Bringing nature inside is a key part to this natural interior design style. 
Allowing yourself to be surrounded by the natural elements causes 
you to relax and also realise that we are a part of something much 
bigger than just ourselves. Studies have shown that just as taking a 
walk in nature greatly helps your creativity, so does living with natural 
elements in your home.

The obvious would be to go for botanical wallpaper or a flower 
inspired rug but let’s look at ways you can bring the outdoors inside in 
a different and creative way!

1. Use different tones of the same colour palette. Green would be the 
‘natural’ choice but nature embodies all hues and using a desert palette 
for example is unexpected in these climes and interesting.

2. Biodesign, the creation of furniture and objects from living 
organisms, is another important way we will see advancements 
in product design and materials in the foreseeable future. Indeed, 
technology has advanced so much that furniture could be made using 
waste, bacteria, and fungi. Designers have explained that this trend 
goes beyond environmentally-friendly, as we learn more about how 
science can truly innovate design. Don’t be scared, you already have a 
sponge and a loofah in your bathroom don’t you?

3. Use a strong natural colour on the walls, for a fresh marine look use 
a dark vibrant blue like Hague from Farrow and Ball.

4. Mix your inspiration- a little leopard, a little rattan, a smidgen of 
mirror, a potted plant and a botanical print and you have a perfectly 
balanced natural palette.

5. Using natural elements in the bathroom can help create the 
perfect balance of calm and invigorating, stone, wood and water 
combine perfectly to magic up the feeling of being outdoors, use 
Mood lighting to further enhance the desired feeling of the hour!

Finally, here are a few of our favourite accessories to help ease you in 
to this interior movement all from zarahome.co.uk.
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For 35 years, we have been 

designing and fitting superbly 

engineered and beautifully 

crafted space-saving furniture 

to suit rooms of almost any 

shape and size.

Rewriting the Rules in Wardrobe Design

Unit 3, Croft Trade Park, Welton Road, Wirral, CH62 3PQ

0151 334 2121  |  www.sliderobes.co.uk

Is your wardrobe stuffed full of clothes you no longer wear? Or, 

maybe you can’t place your hands on that pretty top you bought 

about a month ago and have yet to wear? It’s in there somewhere! 

Alarm bells are ringing that now is time to declutter your wardrobe.

To help you organise your things, get four cardboard boxes at the 
ready and try our ‘Four Box Declutter Challenge.’ It involves filling 
four boxes and is a really effective clear out challenge which forces us 
to make decisions on the spot about what to keep and throw away. 
Use your wardrobe as a starting point to identify the clutter and then 
move on to the rest of your room. Throw everything onto your bed 
and leave no space unturned. Anything that’s been in the wardrobe for 
five months with the price tag still attached, or the bracelet you haven’t 
managed to get fixed yet – be ruthless, these all need to go! 

BOX 1 - BIN IT

For items you never need nor want to see again, throw them out. Old 
magazines, shopping bags and just general rubbish – throw it out! 
Worn out, broken or damaged items you still haven’t managed to get 
repaired, clear your mind and move them swiftly into the ‘Bin It’ box. 

BOX 2 - DONATE IT

When an item is not damaged and is still very much useable, place it 
in the ‘Donate’ box. You could be thinking for a friend or the charity 
shop, but this box is for the items that you think someone else might 
still get use out of.

BOX 3 - KEEP IT

Keep any items that you regularly wear, use or need. Once everything 
is placed in one of the four boxes, you can start afresh and find space in 

your wardrobe for these things exactly where you see fit. You will find 
yourself with a lot more room! Use this opportunity to coordinate your 
clothes in a way that shows off your great style, making getting ready in 
the morning or evening so much more fun!

BOX 4 - STORE IT

For your belongings that you just can’t part with, but don’t play a part 
in your everyday life, place them in storage. This box could be housed 
in the attic or if there is enough space on a shelf in your wardrobe. Just 
be sure it is a space that is less intrusive. 

Once you have successfully completed the ‘Four Box Declutter 
Challenge’, your bedroom should feel a more organised and tranquil 
environment, where you can get dressed, sleep and relax!

Does your storage maximise your space? Sliderobes wardrobes are 
designed around the shape and size of your room. Awkward spaces, 
under stairs or sloping ceilings are no issue for our team. Transforming 
your room with your very own made to measure Sliderobes wardrobe 
is one home improvement you can make to your house this year that 
will have a lasting impact well beyond 2019! 

Visit the Sliderobes Wirral showroom to get some amazing ideas and 
chat with one of our designers. We also offer a free at home design 
appointment. Our designer will call out to you in the comfort of your 
home, chat to you about what you would like and discuss some exciting 
solutions. After taking measurements of the space, your designer will 
use state-of-the art 3D computerised images to showcase your ideas.

THE SLIDEROBES DECLUTTER 
CHALLENGE FOR YOUR WARDROBE 
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To find out more, or to order our new inspirational brochure, simply get in touch. 

Visit Sliderobes Wirral at Unit 3, Croft Trade Park, Welton Road, Bromborough, Wirral, 

CH62 3PQ or call to book your free at home design appointment on 0151 334 2121.

42 City Road, Chester CH1 3AE  T 01244 322280

info@chattels-designerfurniture.co.uk  www.chattels-designerfurniture.co.uk

Open Hours: Tuesday - Friday 10.00am-5.30pm  Saturday 10.00am-5.00pm

Richard, seat system designed by Antonio Citterio. www.bebitalia.com

D E S I G N  PO R T R A I T.

Our interior section covers 
everything from quality 
furniture, latest trends, 
bathrooms, kitchens and 
much more.

Our resident feature writer, 
Kate Kingston of Kingston 
Shaw can work with 
advertisers to showcase 
their products. 
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LIFESTYLE & FASHION

The arrival of the sun can cause havoc on our everyday style, however,  

striking the perfect balance between chic and comfortable doesn’t have 

to be difficult this summer.  

 
To help clients get the best from their hair, the Andrew Collinge Creative 
Team recently put together The Pure Collection, a lookbook of styles for 
Summer 2017. The collection takes inspiration from the looks we’ve seen 
on the catwalks and presents a selection of modern hairstyles that can 
easily be replicated at home. 
 
Recent fashion week collections saw a clear shift towards the undone 
finish and natural texture is enjoying a revival this summer. With this in 
mind, our stylists worked with the natural texture of the hair, encouraging 
and enhancing its curl, wave and movement. The collection has been 
influenced by the 80’s in so much as the hair has been dried more naturally, 
working with the fingers rather than brushes. 
 
FLORENTINA 

Pastel shades are a key colour trend for summer and each look in the Pure 
Collection has been complimented with a palette of soft pastel colours, 
luminous semi-permanents and carefully placed highlights. Florentina’s 
hair has been coloured with a light peachy-copper shade leaving it with a 
soft, warm finish. Her short hairstyle was given a multi-textured cut and 
finish and a soft asymmetric fringe was created.
 
KELSEY

For those with naturally curled hair, it’s never been a better time to 
embrace your curls. Kelsey has natural curls that have been layered and 
slightly graduated. A styling mousse was then worked through the hair 
which was finger dried using a diffuser. A gel serum was then applied to 
define the curl. The colour choice for Kelsey enhances the natural texture 
of her hair whilst the soft palette of the shades chosen, add a romantic 
feeling to the finished look. 
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SUMMER STYLES
BY ANDREW COLLINGE

Liz and Andrew Collinge are delighted to announce Olympic 
gold medallist, Sam Quek MBE, as the first ambassador for their 
new professional haircare styling range, CO by Andrew Collinge.  

Sam is the perfect fit for the CO by Andrew Collinge brand. She 
represents the ideal role model as she is confident to express her 
personality and individuality through her appearance whether 
she needs to be natural, professional or glamorous. Sam needs 
styling products that work effectively so that she can achieve 
versatility and can transform herself easily from a session at the 
gym to a red carpet event or one of her many media assignments. 

Award winning hairdresser Andrew says, “We are delighted 
to be working with Sam, she epitomises the CO by Andrew 
Collinge user – strong, independent, stylish and someone who 
wants exceptional results from the products they use.  Sam Quek 
commented; “It’s a real honour to work with the Andrew Collinge 
team and the new product range, CO by Andrew Collinge. The 
mix of products is great for my hair, enabling me to achieve the 
many different looks I need in my busy lifestyle. I am thrilled to 
be able to work with such an excellent haircare brand.” Sam will 
be appearing with Andrew Collinge at the British Style Collective 
in Liverpool in July. 

WIRRAL OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALLIST SAM QUEK 

REPRESENTS CO BY ANDREW COLLINGE

THE PURE COLLECTION: 
SUMMER STYLES BY THE ANDREW 

COLLINGE CREATIVE TEAM 

• Hair by Andrew Collinge Creative Team
• Makeup Liz Collinge

• Photography Alex Barron-Hough

KELSEY

FLORENTINA

SAM QUEK
Heswall, Telegraph Road: 0151 342 1002

Liverpool, Castle Street: 0151 227 2366

tweedmill.co.uk

LLANNERCH PARK, ST. ASAPH, LL17 0UY, NORTH WALES 

(JUST OFF THE A55). TEL: 01745 730072  www.tweedmill.co.uk

*ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

STYLING YOU AND YOUR HOME FOR OVER 20 YEARS

FASHION • FOOD & DRINK • HAIR & BEAUTY • HOME & GARDEN • TRAVEL & TOURISM
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STATE OF MIND BAND TEE - £20 

BLEACH RIPPED DENIM SKIRT - £28 

SHIRRED BARDOT EMBROIDERED 

CUTWORK DRESS - £35

WWW.MISSSELFRIDGE.COM

ON TREND
BY MISS SELFRIDGE
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If you know your retinol from your glycolic, then you 

have undoubtedly heard of hyaluronic acid (HA). There 

is a reason why this ingredient is universally loved by 

dermatologists and aesthetic doctors: essentially, because 

it can be used in topical creams and injectables to help 

achieve bouncy, healthy-looking skin.

Hyaluronic acid is the skin’s natural moisturiser. The 
molecule has a unique capacity to retain water and bind it to 
the skin to keep it looking hydrated and plumped. Although 
our bodies make HA naturally, certain factors, including 
ageing, skin disorders and hormonal changes, can decrease 
its level. Even using too many products can affect our skin’s 
moisture barrier.

Some products can lead to irritation and inflammation if 
they are used incorrectly or too frequently. Those containing 
retinol or alpha hydroxy acids (AHA’s) or beta hydroxy acids 
(BHA’s) can leave the skin feeling taut, tingly, flushed, or all 
of the above. Applying topical products rich in HA is one 
way to combat this.

Hyaluronic acid helps to repair the skin’s barrier when it has 
been harmed and is known not only to improve hydration 
and reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles but 
also enhances skin firmness and elasticity, as well as offering 
anti-inflammatory benefits.

HA can be used on all skin types. It also has the added 
benefit that it helps increase the absorption and delivery of 

other ingredients such as peptides, retinols and vitamin C 
– but be sure these products are well formulated. In other 
words, look to buying these products from a clinic rather 
than over the counter where you can trust the relevant 
ingredients are at the appropriate concentration to deliver 
the promised results. 

All this is reason enough to warrant HA’s popularity within 
the beauty industry and why we attempt to educate each of 
our patients the need to include a product that is rich in HA 
into their daily skin regime.

We have an exciting new skin care product launching 
this month called Quench. A 4D replenishing serum, 
ultra-low molecular weight hyaluronic acid complex with 
‘shapeshifting’ technology to work at a cellular level. This 
quadruple humectant formulation can increase hydration by 
130%, it is 60 times more soluble than standard hyaluronic 
acid, it works immediately, provides 72 hours hydration and 
has an improved cumulative effect with long term use. 

If You would like to find out more about Quench or if you 
are looking for advice on a new skin care regime we offer 
free skin consultations at our clinics.

Call 0151 625 8080 West Kirby or 0151 348 4878 Heswall to 
book yours are receive a free sample of any SDS Rejuvenate 
MediSpa skin care product.

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH

THE ESSENCE OF HYDRATION

DR SALLY ANN JONES - SDS REJUVENATE

A brand new product launch.

Get ready to Quench your skin’s thirst

• Vegan • Palm Free • Provides 72 hour hydration 

• Cumulative effect with long term usage

• Increases Hydration Levels by up to 130% 

• 60 times more soluble than standard HA

Fast, effective treatments provided by experienced doctors in Wirral.

www.sdsrejuvenate.co.uk

158-160 Banks Road, West Kirby, Wirral, CH48 0RH Tel: 0151 625 8080

163-165 Telegraph Road, Heswall, Wirral, CH60 7SE Tel: 0151 348 4878

Reduce     Replenish     Repair 
Lines & Wrinkles        Collagen & Elastin        Skin barriers

MOSS BROS: WEDDING INSPIRATION

Look your very best for the big day with a handsome wedding 

suit from the Moss Bros diverse collection.

Groom, groomsman or guest, big days deserve big style. 

Moss Bros make hiring a wedding suit simple, with a choice of 
fits and styles to suit any celebration, available to order online or 
in-store.

Visit Moss Bros, Bold Street, Liverpool or go online at 
www.moss.co.uk.

ROYAL ASCOT

2 PIECE SUIT FROM £119
3 PIECE SUIT FROM £129
FULL PACKAGE FROM £155
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TED BAKER BLUE MORNING TAILS

TWO PIECE SUIT FROM £135
THREE PIECE SUIT FROM £145
FULL PACKAGE WITH MOSS 
ACCESSORIES FROM £169.00
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         FASHIONS
LOur carefully designed fashion 

pages bring together the most 
current trends and profiles 
of where to shop around the 
region. 

Our style and fashion section 
supports its advertisers 
editorially and offers 
both marketing and retail 
opportunities. We work with 
national brands and individual 
designers such as Matthew 
O’Brien, Noble Fox and Molby 
the Label.

For health and beauty we 
provide information and advice 
to support wellbeing; the latest 
beauty trends and treatments - 
perfect for our readers. 
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TRAVEL & UK HOLIDAY HOMES

D I S C O V E R

5-Star Lodge & Holiday Home 
Ownership

ON THE ISLE OF ANGLESEY

The Glaslyn is the first totally custom-made super lodge, exclusive to Plas Coch. 
This stunning lodge is handmade in North Wales by professional builders, joiners 

and carpenters and finished to perfection.

Choose from 2, 3 or 4 bedrooms and an extensive selection of interior design 

options.

You are invited to come and view our exclusive luxury lodge during our VIP 

champagne reception.

Plas Coch Coastal & Country Retreat, Llanedwen, Llanfairpwll, Anglesey, LL61 6EJ

RESERVE YOUR PLACE TODAY OR FOR MORE INFORMATION 

CALL  0808 271 9014
email us on Craig.Reardon@parkleisure.co.uk  | visit us at www.parkleisure.co.uk/plas-coch

EXPERIENCE WHAT MAKES  
PLAS COCH SO SPECIAL

 H  5-Star park, 12-Month season

 H  Exclusive owners-only park

 H   Private boat slipway to the Menai Strait 

 H 	 	The	Marine	Club	-	offering	a	fleet	of	
boats without the hassle of ownership

 H         Pet-Friendly

 H         Kids’ club & adventure park

 H   On-park restaurant, swimming pool,  
spa & gym

YOUR LODGE, YOUR WAY

The NEW 
Glaslyn Super 

Lodge  
exclusive to
 Plas Coch

CHOOSE FROM THE DATES BELOW FOR AN EXCLUSIVE LOOK;

THE LAUNCH

Saturday 24th,
Sunday 25th,

& Monday 26th
August

Saturday 1st
& Sunday 2nd

September

Saturday 7th
& Sunday 8th

September

Dreaming of the ultimate staycation, the ideal escape combining 

luxurious accommodation and 5-star facilities with glorious 

surroundings; a place to create lifelong family memories? Then Plas 

Coch Coastal & Country Retreat is the perfect place for you. Nestled 

among 60 acres of beautiful parkland on the idyllic Isle of Anglesey, 

and just minutes from the impressive Menai Strait, Plas Coch offer 

a truly unique leisure experience and an indulgent lifestyle for 

owners. 

 
One of North Wales’ most desirable owners-only, pet-friendly, holiday 
parks, Plas Coch’s expertly trained team are ready to help with your 
every need – this, combined with the beautiful countryside on 
your doorstep and first-class facilities on offer, make Plas Coch an 
unrivalled paradise. Enjoy stretches of beautiful coastlines and bracing 
countryside walks, scale magnificent mountains or explore the historic 
castles and secret coves that pepper the Welsh landscape - there really 
is something for everyone to immerse themselves in. What’s more, with 
a 12-month season, it’s your perfect escape whenever you like. 

UNWIND IN STYLE

Ready to relax? Experience pure indulgence and allow modern day 
stresses to fade away at Plas Coch’s luxury health and leisure club. 
Featuring an award-winning indoor pool, and atmospheric treatment 
rooms; it’s the perfect place to wind down. The spa boasts a range of 
luxurious treatments, including a Rasul Mud Room – a traditional 
Turkish cleansing ritual to relax and detoxify, a Dry Salt Chamber – 
where salt is used to ease symptoms of respiratory ailments and a mix 
of glorious Decléor treatments. 

ADVENTURE FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Plas Coch offers an extensive activity programme for children and 
adults alike. A fully qualified team of instructors will take you through 
a range of adventurous activities, including: archery, body zorbing, 
snorkelling, BMX skills, raft building, gorge walking, tennis, soccer, 
sailing, paintballing, kayaking, windsurfing and ‘water walkerz’. An on-
park adventure playground and kids’ club ensure that little ones will be 
entertained for hours on end. Let’s not forget the adults, sea-lovers can 
delight in the private, all-tide launch slip direct into the Menai Strait, 
or join the park’s exclusive members-only Marine Club, which provides 
access to a fleet of boats throughout the year, without the hassle of 
owning one. 

A RELAXED DINING EXPERIENCE 

Guests of the Manor Bar and Restaurant can enjoy a relaxed dining 
environment in the beautiful setting of the Manor House. With menus 
catering for both lunch and evening meals, there is something to suit 
all tastes along with a selection of beers, spirits, specially selected 
wines and champagne, owners can lose track of time and indulge in an 
evening of bliss. 

A HOLIDAY HOMEOWNER’S STORY…

Sharron and Darren Jones are lodge owners at Plas Coch who live in 
Colwyn Bay, a mere 30 minutes’ drive from the Park. Here’s what they 
had to say about life on-park. 

Sharron explains: ‘We escape to Plas Coch to enjoy complete 
disconnect, because of this we ensure we visit at every possible 
opportunity.’ Discovering Plas Coch through an invitation to stay 
with friends, Sharron and Darren immediately knew they wanted a 
small slice of the heaven on offer for themselves. Shown the new super 
lodge, we were blown away and had to buy it there and then,’ Darren 
says. ‘It was complete and ready for us within two weeks. The service 
we received, and still receive to this day, was faultless. On sight of the 
beautifully cared for grounds, we instantly relax. A pre-order grocery 
service ensures everything we need is there on arrival, unpacked and 
ready for us at no extra cost; park staff go above and beyond to ensure 
you’re looked after. One excellent facility, which works so well for us, is 
the free boat service in the Plas Coch boatyard with unlimited launch 
and recovery; this alone saves boat owners thousands a year. There is a 
real sense of community, you can enjoy peace and quiet in your private 
space, but you can also mingle with familiar faces. As it’s exclusively 
owners-only, with no rentals, you develop relationships with the people 
you meet.’

Summing Plas Coch up perfectly, Darren says: ‘There really is a 
pleasure in owning something that is just for you, which can be 
prepped and ready whenever you wish, exactly how you want it. We 
use our lodge as a duplicate of our home, we have everything we need 
and are always so excited to get away and enjoy our home away from 
home.’

To find out more, call 0808 271 9014 or visit:

www.parkleisure.co.uk/plas-coch

DISCOVER 5-STAR HOLIDAY HOME OWNERSHIP

ON A PARK LIKE NO OTHER
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J o a l i ,  M a l d i v e s

This brand new private island resort, off ers 73 beach and

water villas. As one of the fi rst ‘art resorts’ in the Maldives, 

expect a truly unique, experiential and interactive experience. 

And spectacular views of course!

can show can show 
you the worldyou the world

L ONG  HAU L  •  S HORT  H AU L  •  TA I L O R  MADE  •  F L I GH T  ON LY  •  C I T Y  B R EAKS

FAM I LY  •  A DV EN TURE  •  H ONEYMOON  •  S A FAR I  •  S K I  •  S PA

Whether it’s marvelling at crystal-clear waters 

in the Maldives or hiking the Inca Trail, we’ve 

always believed in off ering a vastly diverse range 

of holidays. Over the last 15 years, our team of 

experts based in Alderley Edge, have developed 

close relationships with tour operators, airlines, 

hoteliers and private jet, cruise and yacht charter 

companies as well as everyone in between. 

It’s just one of the reasons why we were twice 

voted the UK’s ‘Best Travel Agent’. 

So, no matter how simple or complex your 

travel needs are, you’ll always fi nd world-class 

experience at Worldwide Escapes. 

Kanuhura ,  Maldives

Step off  the seaplane and onto the luxurious and stunning 

island resort, Kanuhura. Surrounded by white sandy beaches, 

untouched beauty and the crystal-clear waters of the Indian 

Ocean, you’ll fi nd a private patch of paradise in every direction. 

01625 591 122
info@worldwideescapes.co.uk

www.worldwideescapes.co.uk

can show 
you the world

To book or discuss your holiday plans

speak to one of our friendly Travel PAs

Portugal is famous for its beautiful cities, popular beach 

destinations, historical landmarks and 16th to 19th century 

architecture from when this country was a powerful maritime 

empire.  The country is located in southwestern Europe and 

is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean to the south and west, and 

Spain to the north and east.

Portugal is a major tourism hotspot with the most popular 
destinations being the major cities of Lisbon and Porto and 
the holiday destination of the Algarve which is visited by UK 
tourists more than any other nation.  

The Algarve is the southernmost region of continental Portugal 
and is serviced by the region’s international airport, Faro.

Although Lisbon surpasses the Algarve in terms of tourism 
revenue, the Algarve is still considered to be the biggest and 
most important Portuguese tourist region.  It is one of the 
warmest places in Southern Europe, with an Atlantic influenced 
Mediterranean climate giving it hot summers and mild winters.
Choices are abound with fantastic resorts such as Lagos, 
Quarteira and Carvoeiro all offering beautiful beachfront family 
locations with lots of restaurants and fun activities to make 
the perfect holiday.  For those looking for a bit more nightlife, 
the vibrant resort of Albufeira is one of the liveliest and most 
energetic destinations in the Algarve.  

Then for those looking for a more upscale holiday, Vilamoura 
is the best place to stay in Algarve with the focus on some of 

the best golf courses in the world, luxury accommodations, 
beautiful beaches and the stunning marina which is surrounded 
by quality restaurants and bars.

With Portugal announced as the first major tourism country on 
the green list, there has never been a better time to visit and 
sample everything the country has to offer.

PORTUGAL IS GREEN TO GO
by Nicola Palmer, Perfect Getaways

TRAVEL
W
L
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***EXCLUSIVE VILAMOURA DEAL***

7 Nights B&B at the 

5* Crowne Plaza Vilamoura Algarve

• Flights, transfers and baggage included
• 12th September with daytime flights from 

Manchester
• Just £861pp

* Prices correct at time of going to print but subject to 
change.  We have hundreds of fantastic deals across the 
Algarve.

Telephone Perfect Getaways on 0333 555 2223 or 

email yourholidaystarts@perfectgetaways.co.uk 
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In the light of the current Covid pandemic, we asked our clients 

to tell us what concerns they have about taking their next holiday.  

This is what they told us:

1. Heath Risk and the Journey

The all-too-familiar social distancing, protective screens and mask 
wearing are mandatory in airports with enhanced and regular 
cleaning throughout the building.  Limited numbers of people are 
allowed in security and any areas where crowds would normally 
gather, so allow more time to move through.  Most airports only 
allow ticketed passengers into the airport building.

Important to know:

Depending on your destination, there will be Border Control 
requirements around Covid and health safety.  This will usually 
involve Passenger Locator Forms (to be submitted prior to travel) 
and/or Covid tests on arrival.

For further information go to www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice

2. Holiday Experience Reduced

Many are concerned that the balance of safety measures will have a 
negative impact on their overall holiday enjoyment; however, many 
of these changes should not be intrusive.   

Hotels and ships adhere to a high level of continuous cleanliness, 
focusing on highly used public areas as well as telephones, door 
handles, lift buttons, etc.  Social distancing is made easier by reduced 
capacity; table service replaces buffets; and cruise ships in particular 
have hospital grade filtration air conditioning systems.

Evening entertainment, spas and swimming pool areas are open 
but with excellent behind-the-scenes care to ensure minimum risk.  
Of course, there will be variations  -  depending on the country 
regulations and accommodation  -  but a good travel agent will be 
able to help with this.

3. Travel Insurance

This is extremely important; however, although getting a policy that 

includes some level of cover for Covid-19 is possible, there are very 
few  -  in fact, we know of only one  -  that covers all of the following:

• If you are diagnosed with Covid-19
• If a family/household member is diagnosed with Covid-19, 

meaning you have to self-isolate
• If you’ve been told to self-isolate by NHS but haven’t been tested
• If your hotel closes while you are there
• If the Government changes its advice before you travel
• If your destination restricts its borders before you travel for 

reasons relating to the pandemic

4. Financial Loss

Most tour operators have moved their balance due dates nearer to 
the departure date to give passengers a better chance to assess the 
impact of Covid-19 on their holiday arrangements.  If the tour 
operator cancels the holiday, you are entitled to a full refund and, in 
many instances, booking conditions have been relaxed to give you 
more flexibility than before.  This is particularly attractive if you are 
planning ahead to get something in place for 2021.

5. Risk of Quarantine

ABTA (Association of British Travel Agents) are lobbying for the 
Government to give more advanced warning of changes to quarantine 
restrictions in order to avoid  -  as in the recent case of Spain  -  the 
ensuing chaos and loss of confidence to travel.  This is a work in 
progress and we are constantly being updated through ABTA and 
the FCO.  However, if you are planning to travel in the next couple of 
months, do consider your position should your destination change 
from being on the safe-to-travel ‘green list’ to the ‘red list’.

The travel industry is striving to make good decisions to protect their 
customers and staff and keep everyone safe.  For those of us who are 
keen to travel, we must abide by the new rules to ensure our safety 
but also trust that our holiday will still be fun and enjoyable.

A good independent travel agent will always add value to your 
holiday but, in the current situation, they are worth their weight in 
gold: so get in touch…..and let’s Talk Travel™!

LET’S TALK TRAVEL®
Sister & Brother team, Ann Anglesea & 

Howard Davies, Directors of 
Delmar World & Perfect Cruises

W
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Talk Travel®

Call into the office, we are open:

Monday to Friday: 10am - 4pm 

Saturdays: by appointment only 

In the meantime we are working from home by

telephone or online via Zoom*

Contact: 0151 363 6115 • heswall@delmarworld.co.uk • www.delmarworld.com

Delmar World, 5A Milner Road, Heswall, CH60 5RT

Let's

*See our website for details and Talk Travel® appointment reservations

 Our offices adhere to all current guidelines in terms of social distancing for staff and customer safety

How to Talk Travel®

What Our Customers Say
"Staff are informative and engaging.We wouldn't go anywhere else for specialist travel advice"

"Always excellent customer service and advice"

"We were made to feel part of the Delmar family"

"As ever, the service is impeccable"

Talk Travel®

Talk Travel® could well have been created for the current environment but, in fact, it has

been exclusive to our business for over 25 years.

 

Travel always has, and always should be, a very personal experience and will be greatly

enhanced through conversation with a destination specialist. At Delmar World our team is

built around individuals who have both the specific destination knowledge as well as the

enthusiasm and creativity to take your holiday dream to the next level. Our reputation is

built on trust and a level of expertise that will inspire and reward you.

Call into the office, we are open from 20th July:

Monday to Friday: 10am - 4pm 

Saturdays: by appointment only 

In the meantime we are working from home by

telephone or online via Zoom*

Let's

Contact: 0151 363 6115 • heswall@delmarworld.co.uk • www.delmarworld.com

Delmar World, 5 Milner Road, Heswall, CH60 5RT

*See our website for details and Talk Travel® appointment reservations

 Our offices adhere to all current guidelines in terms of social distancing for staff and customer safety

How to Talk Travel®

Talk Travel®

Talk Travel® could well have been created for the current environment but, in fact, it has

been exclusive to our business for over 25 years.

 

Travel always has, and always should be, a very personal experience and will be greatly

enhanced through conversation with a destination specialist. At Delmar World our team is

built around individuals who have both the specific destination knowledge as well as the

enthusiasm and creativity to take your holiday dream to the next level. Our reputation is

built on trust and a level of expertise that will inspire and reward you.

Call into the office, we are open from 20th July:

Monday to Friday: 10am - 4pm 

Saturdays: by appointment only 

In the meantime we are working from home by

telephone or online via Zoom*

Let's

Contact: 0151 363 6115 • heswall@delmarworld.co.uk • www.delmarworld.com

Delmar World, 5 Milner Road, Heswall, CH60 5RT

*See our website for details and Talk Travel® appointment reservations

 Our offices adhere to all current guidelines in terms of social distancing for staff and customer safety

How to Talk Travel®

With travel back on the 
agenda following Covid 
restrictions, we have a 
dedicated section providing 
travel advice and inspiration 
for our readers. 

This provides a perfect 
platform for you to get 
across your special offers, 
keep customers informed 
and position your business as 
a leading travel expert. 

For those who are opting 
to stay at home, buying a 
holiday home is now more 
attractive than ever to our 
readers.
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EDUCATION & TRAINING

Weekly Boarding at Myddelton College
Now offering weekly transport to YOUR local area!

To find out more about weekly boarding, enquire today!

enquiries@myddeltoncollege.com | myddeltoncollege.com | +44 (0) 1745 472201

Join us for a summer of FUN!

Residential 
Summer Camps

11th July - 28th August

Independent Co-educational Day & Boarding School in North Wales

Horse-mad pupils can now bring their ponies with them 

to a top North Wales private school after its equestrian 

centre re-opened this month.

The right royal £30,000 renovation comes 15 years after 
Olympic eventing gold medallist Princess Anne opened the 
facilities at what is now Myddelton College in Denbigh.

It is the latest addition to the amenities at the fast-growing 
co-educational school, one of the newest in the UK, which 
took over the premises of the former Howell’s School in 
2016.

The school’s 37 acres of grounds already have extensive 
sporting facilities including tennis and squash courts, a 
gym and climbing wall as well as cricket, football and rugby 
pitches which are also used by local clubs.

Parent and former Welsh junior international show-jumper 
Ruth Hogan, from Anglesey/Trefnant, has three children 
at the school, including son Thomas in Year 12 who has 
followed in his mum’s tracks to represent Wales, with a 
daughter Sophie, 11, due to join them in September.

Ruth, who has also worked at National Hunt racing stables 
in Ireland, has provided expert advice to the school on the 
renovation and she said: “The school were very keen to bring 
the facilities here back into use and it was also important to 
us as a family.

“We’re delighted with the results and Myddelton now has 
some of the finest facilities in North Wales for riding and 
competing in equestrian events.

“We already have a show-jumping team here at the school 
and hope soon to have dressage and eventing teams as well.

“As a family we also like the all-round education the school 
provides, academically and also outside the classroom with 
their riding facilities, rugby and football, and their learning 
through the outdoors programme is really amazing.”
The equestrian centre now has stabling for up to 10 horses 
and ponies, two 20-foot by 40-foot all-weather arenas and 
a ten-acre field and with easy access to a network of bridle 
paths in the surrounding Vale of Clwyd countryside.

The school can also organise specialist training for riding 
for all levels of abilities including taster sessions for novice 
riders.

Mum Andrea Stone, from Efenechtyd, near Ruthin, a dentist 
in Denbigh, has three children at Myddelton College and 
daughters Isabella and Daisy have also ridden for Wales.

She said: “My children are very keen and are members of 
the Flint and Denbigh Pony Club so to be able to ride here 
at school is amazing.

“The stable yard looks fantastic now and there are lots of 
skills they can develop here with a big field where they could 
even do cross-country riding.”

Adele Lamb, from Kinmel Bay, has a 13-year-old daughter 
Leah at the school and she said: “This is like a dream come 
true for her.

“The school is fantastic and she was coming here anyway 
but to have these facilities was a real added bonus.

PUPILS CAN BRING THEIR PONIES TO TOP NORTH 

WALES PRIVATE SCHOOL, MYDDELTON COLLEGE
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“We like the fact that school is not just an exam factory but is 
about building well-rounded young people.”

Leah, 13, who started riding at the age of 5, took a break from 
a training session in one of the arenas to say: “The facilities are 
amazing and to have access to all of this is just great.

“I started school here online last year and now that I’m actually 
here I’m really enjoying it so much.”

Headmaster Andrew Allman said: “The centre here was 
originally opened by Princess Anne but it had been sadly 
neglected and wasn’t really safe.

“It has now been restored and we’re very pleased with the new 
facilities which mean pupils can even stable their ponies and 
horses here and while there is currently accommodation for ten 
there is also room for expansion.

“The school does have an outdoor ethos and we believe it’s so 
important for our students to learn about the world beyond the 
classroom and I think that has become even more vital during 
lockdown.

“Resilience is one of our key themes and this also gives them the 
opportunity to conquer challenges they might not otherwise 
have experienced in their lives.

“It’s something that has always been embedded into the 
timetable so that one day every fortnight they get out into the 
outdoors and it’s also an opportunity to build towards the Duke 
of Edinburgh Awards which we aim to help them achieve.”

Myddelton College, a co-educational day and boarding school, 
was the UK’s newest independent school when it opened in the 
autumn of 2016 and is the only school in North Wales with a 
5G network.

The Estyn Report issued last year praised the way the school 
celebrates its diversity, said that pupils’ behaviour was 
“exemplary” and was also impressed by the high level of 
support and guidance provided by the “committed staff ”.

The school currently has 70 boarders and 150 day pupils with 
45 staff, including over 30 teachers, and Mr Allman added: “The 
school has integrated into the local community very well and is 
a calm, kind, happy place where pupils have mutual respect and 
can thrive and reach their goals.”
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Come and visit us
Prenton Preparatory School

Boys & Girls aged 2 years 6 months - 11 years

• Traditional teaching
• Small classes
• Dedicated and highly experienced staff
• High academic standard and excellent results at 11+
• A firm but fair discipline
• Various clubs and sporting activities
• Pre and after school care
• Nursery grant available for 3 & 4 year olds

Open Morning

Saturday 4th March

10.00am - 12.30pm

Accredited by the Independent Schools Council

PRENTON PREPARATORY SCHOOL
MOUNT PLEASANT, OXTON, 

WIRRAL, CH43 5SY

0151 652 3182 
enquiry@prentonprep.co.uk

“A step 
by step 

approach to 
educating 
the whole 

child”

Whilst some within the education sector and beyond speculate about 

a damaged generation shackled by the impact of Covid-19, blighted by 

the long term effect of time away from the typical learning environment, 

Birkenhead School looks forward with optimism following the recent 

periods of lockdown and remote learning.  Until recently, the phrase 

‘remote learning’ was a relative stranger to many, left to university 

students studying online courses from afar, but recent times have 

dictated a close and committed association with this strand of learning 

with pupils, parents and teachers fully immersed in its practice.   

The daily menu of live lessons throughout the age range from Little School 
through to Senior School alongside the use of bespoke online learning 
platforms have enabled Prep pupils at Birkenhead School to embrace and 
thrive through the social and educational challenges thrust upon them.  
A supportive and dedicated parent community have worked tirelessly to 
manoeuvre their ongoing work commitments to reinforce the continuity 
of education at home at a time when general uncertainty and worry 
dominate the landscape.  The idea of community and coming together, so 
core and central to the School’s philosophy, have rarely felt more pertinent 
than these last twelve turbulent months. As a HMC School (Headmasters' 
and Headmistresses' Conference) that feeling of community is also felt 
beyond the School gates as its close and collaborative association with 
a broad collection of leading independent schools, both nationally and 
internationally, serves to benefit and support pupils at Birkenhead. 

As we look forward to the roadmap ahead and the prospect of lifted 
restrictions, there is much to eagerly anticipate in the months and years 
to come.  Within education, we often question and consider what will 
we learn and what will remain with us from this unique period of time.  
There is little question that resilience emerges as a popular forerunner.  
Resilience has long been talked about across all aspects of life as a desirable 
skill to have in the modern world.  Some schools attempt to manufacture 
scenarios where this is examined in a bid to develop its presence within 
their students. Birkenhead School’s commitment goes beyond this with its 
Future Skills and Beyond the Curriculum programmes in Prep and Seniors 
featuring each week in the School timetable.  Philosophical enquiry, 
problem solving and effective communication are focus modules within 
Future Skills where Prep pupils enjoy the opportunity to develop their 
lateral thinking in practical and theoretical scenarios.  Such experiences 
help to provide pupils with the necessary tools to embrace challenging 
situations.  The reality of the pandemic has demanded resilience and 
perseverance from all of us and for this reason, along with the development 
of key skills around the use of technology, offers cause for optimism both 
in the short term and the future prospects of this generation. 

However innovative and engaging remote learning may have been, 
it remains no substitute for the face-to -face classroom environment 
where children flourish.  The Government has promised funds to assist 
with Covid catch-up, but Birkenhead School’s ongoing commitment to 
small class sizes and an independent and inspiring curriculum enables 
the cementation and consolidation of understanding and the grouting 
of any gaps.  This approach allows genuine extension to prosper through 
our bespoke Eureka Academic Extension Programme where all pupils 

are challenged to extend themselves to realise their academic potential.  
As the Summer Term approaches, further enrichment and co-curricular 
opportunities will come to the fore as Prep pupils look to the near 
future.  Whether it be residential trips, sports days or showpiece drama 
performances, the months ahead will see a devoted staff committed to 
bringing normality back to Prep and celebrating the stoic effort of this 
unique School community. 

With the reality of mental health challenges being prominent during 
the various lockdowns, opportunities beyond our broad and balanced 
curriculum are treasured by pupils from Little School through to those 
ready to head off to university and beyond.  A fleet of co-curricular clubs 
and activities litter the weekly diary with a keen and dedicated staff on 
hand to inspire before, during and after the typical School day.  From 
Nature Club, Cookery sessions, Media activities and an array of Sports 
clubs in Little School to Climbing, Debating, Sports Clubs and Dance 
and Drama to name but a few in Junior Prep, the varied diet of co-
curricular provision satisfies and extends the appetite for knowledge and 
experience beyond the classroom.  Such opportunities foster not only a 
love of learning but also the chance to explore and develop interests in 
areas that the children never thought imaginable.  This holistic approach 
will be vital in the months and years ahead as we continue to develop 
young men and women for the rigours of the modern world.  A modern 
world where competition is reality.  Through Sport and Music, Prep 
pupils embrace the opportunity to compete both in School and beyond its 
campus in a whole host of competitive fixtures and events in a variety of 
different sports throughout a typical week in School.  Here, they not only 
get to travel across the North West of England competing in matches and 
competitions, but they are also acquiring valuable skills and experience of 
working as part of a team and the important life-lessons that can be gained 
through success and failure within competitive sport. 

With the necessary constraints of the Government’s message of ‘Stay 
at Home,’ our vantage points may have felt repetitive and monotonous 
in recent months.  As the pupils return to our site in Oxton, they can 
look forward to the continued investment by the School into creating 
and developing a stimulating and inspiring learning environment.  The 
School’s leadership team and Governors recognise the importance of 
investing in future projects and developing the leafy campus for the whole 
School and local community to enjoy.  Whether it be the creation of a new 
and exciting library and dynamic teaching space in Seniors, a modern ICT 
and library development in Prep or the planned significant investment in 
a state-of-the-art second Sports Hall, Birkenhead School strides forward 
in the knowledge that its community is well-placed to tackle the post-
pandemic world with pupils who are not damaged but ready to look 
forward with new skills and attitudes in their armoury. 

Birkenhead School is hosting a series of Open Events for families interested 
in finding out more about the School: Prep Virtual Open Evening, Thursday 
29th April, 6pm; Seniors Virtual Open Evening, Thursday 6th May, 6pm; 
and a Whole School Open Day (Nursery to Sixth Form), Saturday 12th 
June. See www.birkenheadschool.co.uk for further information. 
 

SCHOOLS ARE BACK: 

LOOKING FORWARD WITH OPTIMISM 

W
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With many leading schools 

in Wirral, Merseyside, 

Cheshire and North Wales, 

our magazines provide you 

with the perfect platform 

to communicate with our 

readers.

From open days, to 

achievements, launch of new 

school bus routes, we can 

help get your message out to 

parents and guardians. 

HALL SMITH LTD

•   Inspirational - delivers exceptional learning

•   Happy - nurtured and filled with a love for learning

•   Outstanding - achieving the full potential of every child

•   Focused - primary school specialists

•   Caring - a Christian ethos, respecting all faiths & none

Independent pre-school 
and primary education 
for boys and girls 2-11

For further information or to arrange a visit contact:

The Firs School, 45 Newton Lane, Chester, CH2 2HJ.   

Tel: 01244 322443    Fax: 01244 400450 

Email: admin@firsschool.org    www.firsschool.net

 You are invited to our

OPEN DAY
on Saturday 12th October 10am - 12.30pm 

New transport service - offering a pick up 
and drop off service to and from the Wirral
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SOCIETY

Over 400 guests attended Jan 
Molby's annual Christmas lunch at 
Thornton Hall Hotel.

The event raised over 25k for Variety 
the Children’s Charity which will pay 
for their Christmas party for 1300 
children at Gullivers World.

Ex England captain, Liverpool player 
and manager, Phil Thompson told 
some of his fabulous stories; and 
comedian Garry Marshall entertained 
the audience.

There was also some fabulous auction 
prizes including: Champions League 
final tickets, trips to Soccer AM's 
Soccer Aid 2020, Mackenzie Thorpe 
again donated with a Peter Moore 
Liverpool shirt and Wirral Life 
donated a double page spread.

JAN MOLBY'S ANNUAL CHARITY LUNCH
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The cold and blustery conditions didn’t 
deter nearly 2,000 people from attending the 
Light up a Life switch-on and carol service 
at Wirral Hospice St John’s on Sunday 8th 
December.

10,000 lights shone out from the hospice trees 
as a moving celebration of the lives of all those 
loved ones we remember at this time of year. 

People choose to sponsor a light in memory of 
family members and friends and all the names 
are recorded in Books of Honour which are 
available to view at the hospice throughout the 
festive period. 

Christine Sutcliffe, Director of Clinical 
Services, welcomed everyone with a message 
of hope while recognising people’s natural 
sadness. 

Further carols, poems and a prayer struck 
a poignant note before Wirral singer, Sarah 
Mullis, captured all of the emotion in a 
heartfelt rendition of, In the Arms of an Angel.

Tracie Powell with her daughter Kerry and 
grandchildren, Morgan and Jeyda, switched 
on the lights in memory of husband, dad and 
grandad, Allan Powell, who had received the 
specialist care and support services of the 
hospice in 2018. 

Tracie said, “It was such a great honour to 
switch on the lights for Wirral Hospice St 
John’s. 

"I know that the hospice has a special place for 
many, many people and to share in this special 
occasion will stay in our hearts forever. 

"The love, care and support dedicated to 
Allan, myself and my family, is so greatly 
appreciated.”

LIGHTING UP A LIFE FOR 
WIRRAL HOSPICE ST JOHN’S 
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The Town Hall of Liverpool celebrated 

Christmas in style this week when local 

dignitaries and celebrities joined The Lord 

Mayor of Liverpool to enjoy  fine dining and 

exquisite vegan bubbles provided by home 

grown Liverpool companies Relish Catering 

and Think Wine. 

The guests were entertained by live music from 

Livvy K and Dixie Day .

The idea for the luncheon was from Bridget 

Mason of Mason Consultancy. Her celebrity 

friends Craig Phillips and football legend John 

Barnes and her close friends Mandy Molby & 

Claire Gallagher gave their support to make it 

a great success raising over £9.5k  for the Lord 

Mayors chosen charities.

Bridget said: "We cannot thank all the sponsors 

enough for donating their time and effort 

especially at this busy time of year."

The after show party which went on until late 

in the night was held at The Gin Distillery 

Liverpool.

LORD MAYOR'S CHRISTMAS LUNCH
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22nd May saw the launch of outside events 
catering specialists, Cowsheds Catering, at a 
party hosted at the home of Mark and Nicola 
Palios.

Cowsheds Catering offers freshly cooked 
top-quality food from its eye-catching retro 
aluminium Airstream trailer.  Guests were 
treated to a choice of trial dishes including 
Katsu curry, steak and chips and chilli beef 
nachos, followed by a selection of delicious 
desserts.  A champagne and gin bar kept 
the guests refreshed for the evening, which 
was held outside under a sparkling blue 
sky - a rare interlude in a week of otherwise 
dreadful weather. 

Rob Leatherbrow, manager of Cowsheds 
Catering, said “We ordered the trailer 
before lockdown and have been raring 
to go for months, but Covid restrictions 
meant we had to wait. The first weekend 
after restrictions were lifted was the perfect 
opportunity to launch and I’m delighted 
with the feedback we have received. We are 
offering a very flexible high end offering for 
private parties and events, which can cover 
food and bar offering plus waitresses, bar 
staff and even badged security if needed. 
We also pride ourselves on ensuring that we 
ethically source and use environmentally 
friendly products wherever we can.”

LAUNCH OF COWSHEDS CATERING
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W
LOur society pages are 

very popular within the 
magazines - everyone likes 
to be papped! And it is one 
of the main reasons, readers 
pick up the magazine.

We attend lots of events, 
from Charity Balls and 
Lunches, product launches, 
business events and parties. 

If you’d like us to cover your 
event, there is a small fee 
which includes photography 
(you get to keep the photos). 
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Paula Basnett, CEO, Wirral
 Chamber of Commerce writes…
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. 

Id diam vel quam elementum. Viverra 
mauris in aliquam sem. Orci ac auctor 
augue mauris augue neque gravida 
in fermentum. Erat imperdiet sed 
euismod nisi porta. Consequat id porta 
nibh venenatis cras sed felis eget velit. 
Nunc sed blandit libero volutpat sed 
cras. Sit amet luctus venenatis lectus 
magna. Pretium vulputate sapien nec 
sagittis. Odio morbi quis commodo 
odio aenean sed adipiscing. Sed 
elementum tempus egestas sed.

Tempor orci dapibus ultrices in 
iaculis nunc. Malesuada bibendum 
arcu vitae elementum curabitur vitae 
nunc. Morbi non arcu risus quis varius 
quam quisque id. Egestas dui id 
ornare arcu odio ut sem nulla. Ac orci 
phasellus egestas tellus rutrum tellus 
pellentesque. Cursus metus aliquam 
eleifend mi in. Fermentum iaculis eu 
non diam. Elementum sagittis vitae 
et leo. Congue eu consequat ac felis 
donec et odio pellentesque. Est velit 
egestas dui id ornare arcu odio. Lacus 
viverra vitae congue eu consequat 
ac felis donec et. Parturient montes 
nascetur ridiculus mus. Pretium aenean 
pharetra magna ac placerat. Bibendum 
ut tristique et egestas quis ipsum 
suspendisse. Justo nec ultrices dui 
sapien. Viverra maecenas accumsan 
lacus vel facilisis volutpat.

Consequat ac felis donec et odio 
pellentesque diam volutpat. Amet 
est placerat in egestas erat imperdiet 
sed. Aenean sed adipiscing diam 
donec. Dui nunc mattis enim ut tellus 
elementum. Lectus proin nibh nisl 
condimentum. Nullam vehicula ipsum 

INTERVIEW WITH CHAMBER MEMBER 
DR COLIN ROBERTSON

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. Id diam vel 
quam elementum. Viverra mauris in 
aliquam sem. 

Orci ac auctor augue mauris augue 
neque gravida in fermentum. Erat 
imperdiet sed euismod nisi porta. 
Consequat id porta nibh venenatis cras 
sed felis eget velit. Nunc sed blandit 
libero volutpat sed cras. Sit amet 
luctus venenatis lectus magna. Pretium 
vulputate sapien nec sagittis. Odio 
morbi quis commodo odio aenean sed 
adipiscing. Sed elementum tempus 
egestas sed.

Tempor orci dapibus ultrices in iaculis 
nunc. Malesuada bibendum arcu vitae 
elementum curabitur vitae nunc. Morbi 
non arcu risus quis varius quam quisque 
id. Egestas dui id ornare arcu odio ut 
sem nulla. Ac orci phasellus egestas 
tellus rutrum tellus pellentesque. 
Cursus metus aliquam eleifend mi 
in. Fermentum iaculis eu non diam. 
Elementum sagittis vitae et leo. 
Congue eu consequat ac felis donec et 
odio pellentesque. Est velit egestas dui 
id ornare arcu odio. Lacus viverra vitae 
congue eu consequat ac felis donec et. 
Parturient montes nascetur ridiculus 
mus. Pretium aenean pharetra magna 
ac placerat. Bibendum ut tristique 
et egestas quis ipsum suspendisse. 
Justo nec ultrices dui sapien. Viverra 

maecenas accumsan lacus vel facilisis 
volutpat.

Consequat ac felis donec et odio 
pellentesque diam volutpat. Amet est 
placerat in egestas erat imperdiet sed. 
Aenean sed adipiscing diam donec. Dui 
nunc mattis enim ut tellus elementum. 
Lectus proin nibh nisl condimentum. 
Nullam vehicula ipsum a arcu cursus 
vitae congue. Egestas maecenas 
pharetra convallis posuere morbi leo. 
In arcu cursus euismod quis viverra 
nibh cras pulvinar mattis. Vulputate 
enim nulla aliquet porttitor lacus luctus 
accumsan. Odio eu feugiat pretium 
nibh ipsum consequat nisl. Faucibus 
pulvinar elementum integer enim neque 
volutpat. Vel risus commodo viverra 
maecenas accumsan lacus vel facilisis 
volutpat. Purus viverra accumsan in 
nisl nisi scelerisque. Tincidunt lobortis 
feugiat vivamus at augue eget. Ornare 
suspendisse sed nisi lacus sed. Est sit 
amet facilisis magna etiam tempor orci 
eu.

In hac habitasse platea dictumst 
vestibulum rhoncus. Ipsum suspendisse 
ultrices gravida dictum fusce ut 
placerat orci. Malesuada proin libero 
nunc consequat interdum varius sit 
amet mattis. Diam maecenas sed enim 
ut sem viverra aliquet. Blandit volutpat 
maecenas volutpat blandit aliquam 
etiam. Massa placerat duis ultricies 
lacus sed turpis tincidunt id. Dignissim 
enim sit amet venenatis urna cursus 

LEADING BUSINESS GROWTH IN WIRRAL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0151 650 6940 OR EMAIL info@wirralchamber.co.uk

Wirral Chamber of Commerce • The Lauries • 142 Claughton Rd • Birkenhead CH41 6EY

DISCOVER THE POWER OF MEMBERSHIP

BELOW ARE JUST SOME OF THE MEMBER SERVICES WE PROVIDE :

• COVERAGE OF YOUR BUSINESS IN WIRRAL LIFE MAGAZINE

• DISCUSSION AND ENGAGEMENT TO ADDRESS ISSUES AFFECTING YOUR BUSINESS

• INTRODUCTION TO A BUSINESS NETWORK OF LIKE-MINDED MANAGEMENT

• EXPORT SERVICES

• REGULAR UPDATES WITH WIRRAL CHAMBER ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS SUPPORT NEEDS

• CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAMME

• FREE OR DISCOUNTED USE OF CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOMS AT EGERTON HOUSE

• RESOURCING SUPPLY CHAIN OPPORTUNITIES

• PRESS AND PR COVERAGE

• NEWS AND INFORMATION UPDATES

• FULL EVENTS AND NETWORK BUSINESS CALENDAR

• FACTORY TOURS AND PRESENTATIONS

• DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS WITH SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

0151 348 7044

www.revolutionfour.co.uk

thrive@revolutionfour.co.uk

@Revolu4ion

DIGITAL MARKETING

ACCELERATE YOUR BUSINESS

WITH THE POWER OF

The future for many of the UK’s companies is looking bright, thanks 

in part to the pandemic.  While Covid had some terrible & negative 

effects on the world, in business it has forced us to change the way we 

work as we learn to adapt to new rules.  It’s actually been pretty good 

for the digital industry.

The Advantages of Digital

Lockdown has seen firms thrive by taking advantage of digitisation & 
automation.  More than simply placing a shop online, businesses are 
taking traditional functions into the digital realm.  Digital marketing, 
as an example, is so much more effective, responsible & personal, 
with great return on investment plus it creates useful customer data 
& metrics.  

Nik & Justine have been working closely with clients to create 
innovative & time saving yet revenue escalating online solutions.  Many 
businesses realise the potential in digital but need guidance into the 
most effective routes to success. Nik said “It’s incredible to see how 
rapidly technology has evolved.  We’re now providing clients with tech 
solutions that simply weren’t available a couple of years ago, or at least 
not for a commercial viable cost.”  Justine added “We’ve worked hard 
with a handful of exciting start-ups over the last few months, building 
digital solutions, so we’re excited to see their growth & impact on their 
markets.”

Lockdown has also given the duo time to consider & evaluate the future.  
Rather than believing ‘things will return to normal’ they consider we 
are entering a new tech-assisted era, so have spent the time working on 
some engaging projects:

Wirral Wolves Return

One of Revolution Four’s most successful campaigns in 2017 was Wirral 
Wolves, a play on TV’s Dragon’s Den, inviting budding entrepreneurs 
to pitch to the directors & fellow investors.  One such investment was 
Lacuna Recruitment, which survived lockdown by evolving into a 
payroll provider.

The wolves return in 2021 hunting out promising propositions, 
businesses that need a combination of investment and mentorship to 
accelerate them to success.  On top of cash injections, Nik & Justine are 
keen to find something they can enhance with their skill sets, adding 
value to a brand, in particular with digital expertise.  Justine explained 
“Rather than simply investing, we like working with people who can 

benefit from our connections, business acumen & technology assets.”  
The Wolves are inviting applications now at wirralwolves.co.uk 

Sleep Sex Strength

For the last two years they have been heavily involved in their 
investment in a groundbreaking new supplement, designed to help 
men & women optimise their sleep, sex & strength.  Utilising doctors 
& specialists in all three fields, and an extensive period of testing & 
optimisation, procuring international approvals & accreditations, 
they have developed a genuinely useful supplement which they will be 
launching this summer…

Rev 4 Unplugged Podcasting

From the ashes of Radio Wirral, arose the podcast brand, Rev4 
Unplugged, converting the old radio studio into a podcasting space 
for audio and / or video interviews & talks.  Podcasts are brilliant 
platforms to give a voice to a business, charity or event.  Inexpensive 
& quick to make, there are millions now being used to promote brands 
& individuals around the world.  More at www.Rev4Unplugged.co.uk 

Social Responsibility

Growing the Tim Cogley Cardiac Screen Foundation has been tricky 
during lockdown, with events & fund-raisers very restricted.  However, 
they will be restarting shortly, and exclusively announce that Wirral 
Life have kindly agreed to adopt the charity for the Halloween Ball.  
With thanks to support from Wirral Council, they have also installed a 
defibrillator to the front of Whitfield Business Hub in Heswall.

Nik & Justine sit on the board of the Liverpool City Region Local 
Enterprise Partnership thanks to a passion for bridging the gap between 
education & employment, particularly tech which is often overlooked 
by result driven schools.  As part of this involvement, and tying in with 
Wirral Wolves, they have been asked to do a ‘Dragon’s Den’ for Pensby 
High School, analysing the students business ideas & giving them hints 
& tips.

The Future

So there has been a tremendous amount going on during lockdown 
for the team with even more exciting things in the pipeline to be 
announced later in the year.  Hopefully there will be one to two new 
entrepreneurial start-ups in there too; keep an eye on our socials for 
more @revolu4ion.  See you at the summer ball!

THE SUNSHINE AFTER THE PERFECT STORM 
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@WhitfieldBusinessHub

Providing home workers with a Professional Edge
Virtual Office & Reception Services

0151 342 6365

grow@whitfieldbusiness.co.uk
www.whitfieldbusiness.co.uk

PROFESSIONAL FRIENDLY BESPOKE EFFICIENT

We were delighted to finally reopen our doors & welcome 

our tenants back into the office.  We aim for that ‘hotel’ 

feel, so we’ve missed seeing other humans.  However, far 

from ‘returning to normal' we have seen a new trend this 

year, with businesses taking a hybrid approach to where 

staff work.  

Working from home can be great & millions of workers have 
appreciated the freedom it allows.  However, after a year 
of lockdowns, the novelty of sitting on the sofa, laptop on 
pyjamas, has somewhat worn off.  Staff have missed not only 
the social aspects of an office but also the ability to develop; 
it’s easy to ask a quick question in the office, less so over 
email.  Communication & understanding diminishes whilst 
working from home.

The trend we are seeing this year is a hybrid solution, people 
opting to work a mix of the office and home, getting the best 
of both worlds.  Social contact, meetings, discussions in the 
office, but then the serenity of being at home to concentrate 
on a project.  With so many people now working on cloud 
based software, a laptop is often all that is needed, so they 
can literally work from anywhere with internet connectivity.  
One tenant has taken this hybrid approach, enabling them 
to reduce office space (& thus overheads) whilst giving their 
staff the advantages of both.

We’ve seen an influx of businesses dumping the city centre in 
favour of more suburban, relaxed offices within easy reach of 
home.  Little things like being able to park for free, or bring 
your dog to work, make a big difference to people’s lives.  We 
don’t believe that the work will return to normal, rather we’ve 
entered a new era where working practices have evolved to 
suit the human rather than the other way round.

Virtual Reception

Working From Anywhere has seen our virtual admin & 
reception services boom.  People are happy to be based at 
home provided their address is kept separate from their 
company, so many use the Hub as their mailing address.  

This ensures that enthusiastic salesmen, keen tax inspectors, 
suppliers, etc are kept at arms length.  Clients and others are 
presented with a friendly, professional impression, plus our 
receptionists are there to receive & sign for mail or parcels.
Some clients collect their mail, others we forward to 
them, whilst some ask us to open, scan & email their mail, 
particularly overseas companies using our address for a 
presence in the UK.

Similarly we also do the same with phones, thanks to our 
cutting edge cloud based telephony system.  Our lovely 
receptionists answer your phone, in your business name & 
present ourselves as your company.  They can do a number of 
admin functions like booking jobs or quotes, take payments, 
messages; any basic admin tasks.

Home & mobile based workers find this handy to allow them 
to concentrate on their core business without the stop start 
distraction of the phone.  It also means they don’t have to 
deal with sales or spam calls.  With several telephonists on 
hand, it also means your business can handle several calls 
at once.  We appreciate how important it is to ensure every 
call is answered.  With loads of options for call handling, it 
allows business owners to subcontract their reception for the 
fraction of the price of having staff.

The Future

We will be reintroducing our pop-up shops, a big hit with 
pre-lockdown visitors.  It’s a great opportunity for smaller, 
artisan businesses to show off their wares.  We also have a 
few events planned for the summer, including a garden (well 
yard) party with a giant paella from our fiends at the Seafood 
Shack.  At the rear of the hub we are currently developing 
a state-of-the-art, purpose built veterinary surgery for 
Sanderson Vets.  So lots of exciting new developments as we 
look forward to a more positive 2021.

Contact us on 0151 342 6365.

WORK FROM ANYWHERE IS THE NEW WORK FROM HOME
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APH ACCOUNTANTS CATER FOR FAST

GROWING BUSINESSES. . .

Limited Companies 

Sole Traders

Start Ups 

Furlough Claims

And More

GET   IN  TOUCH WITH US  TODAY 

O151  630  4542
WWW.APHACCOUNTANTS .CO.UK
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BUSINESS

PAUL WHITE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

 

PAULWHITE@APHACCOUNTANTS .CO.UK

Regular Covid testing, as part of our everyday lives, will play a 

significant and important role as restrictions are cautiously lifted and 

we begin to get back to a more normal way of life. 

Covid isn’t going to be eradicated, it isn’t going to disappear, so we have to 
adapt and accept that we are working with a disease that is going to be with 
us globally for the foreseeable future. 

Workplace testing is a vital part to our route back to normal life. Businesses 
can reduce the risk of Covid transmission and can manage and identify 
their employee’s site visits using Go With The Flow App. Sefton Life caught 
up with Dave Williams of Gud Design to find out more about the app.

Dave said: "When Covid first presented itself as being a major problem 
many businesses tried to react quickly to put processes in place to ensure 
their offices and sites were considered safe to visit. However, many 
weaknesses and shortcomings were immediately displayed, and staff 
remain nervous about returning to their place of work.

'Temperatures  were often taken at the on site by which point you may 
have taken Covid to your office. Thermometers were used by many people 
and not sanitised sufficiently, potentially aiding transmission. Paper was 
used to record results …  not proper records if scrutinised.

"The Go With The Flow App was conceived to overcome the exposure 
felt as a Director and Business owner needing employees to remain in or 
return to their work environment whilst ensuring this was as safe possible 
and recording the process for any future interrogation. The App utilises 
lateral flow testing, temperature checking, oxygen measurement and 
symptoms certification all of which individually play a part in helping to 
identify Covid but together form a stronger combination. 

"Why lateral flow? To quote the Government website “Lateral flow testing 
is a fast and simple way to test people who do not have symptoms of 
COVID-19, but who may still be spreading the virus. The tests are easy to 
use and give results in 30 minutes. Around 1 in 3 people with COVID-19 
do not have symptoms, so a test that rapidly detects these otherwise 
hidden cases is a very useful additional tool for tackling the virus.” These 
are readily available free of charge from the NHS, 9 out of 10 pharmacy 
now have them to supply.

"Why temperature? A high temperature is a main symptom of Covid and 
although on its own can not confirm a positive Covid case it remain a very 
useful indicator of a health issue.

"Why oxygen? A low Oxygen level does not establish Covid. However a 
falling level does signal health problems that certainly could be related 
to Covid and once below 92% it is advised to go to A&E immediately 
whatever the circumstance.

"The Go With The Flow App utilises Bluetooth devices to measure 
temperature and oxygen to guarantee the integrity of the result being 
entered in the App. Each measurement can be taken within seconds.

"Symptoms are easily recognisable and a very obvious and quick method 
to identify a problem. The main symptoms of Covid are high temperature, 
new continuous cough, loss or change to sense of smell or taste.

"No testing is 100% certain of identifying Covid, so by combining several 
quick tests we increase the likelihood of catching positive results quickly. 

"All testing should be performed and logged at home to help avoid 
bringing positive cases to the work environment, but with easy visibility 
to managers.

"With the App an employee will request to visit an organisation’s site on a 
particular date and then be guided through the required tests. Automated 
approval is given to reduce manager input and time. If there is any doubt 
then the visit is automatically rejected with further discussion and testing 
often needed.

"Test and limits can be configured for an individual organisation to allow 
their exact needs to be met.

"Go With The Flow App has been specifically developed to give employers 
and employees the reassurance and peace of mind that their offices are 
free from Covid, therefore preventing the spread of the virus which can be 
detrimental to our health, education, businesses and social events.

"Employees need to be confident a Business has considered its Covid-safe 
procedures - Go With The Flow can provide an efficient, cost-effective 
solution to this.

"Regular testing is a key aspect of keeping Covid under control and getting 
life back to normal."

For further information please contact David Williams at 
davidw@guddesign.co.uk

GO WITH THE FLOW APP … 

HELPING TO KEEP YOUR BUSINESS COVID FREE

BUSINESSML

Our business section is 
full of the latest news and 
developments happening. 

As many of our readers 
are business owners alike, 
our magazines are a great  
platform to communicate 
your sales messages. 

We can support advertisers 
with the opportunity to 
provide advice, information 
and expert pieces.
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MOTOR

Shot by Mike McTigue

CARS ‘N’ COFFEE
By Norman Shum

This is it! This is the big one! One corner you have the burgundy 1962 Ferrari 250 
GTS, king of the finest elegant Italian supercars and in the other a beautiful Ossi blue 
1969 Porsche 911E Targa just imported into Liverpool, recently purchased from the 
famous Barrett Jackson auction in Las Vegas. 

It’s Italy verses Germany,  classic performance against quality efficiency. What better 
way to fight this fight than with some flagship cars from each brands. Planning this 
meeting we knew it was going to be good one. Where to begin with 2 car builders 
which are as different as they are the same? both practice arguably the highest level 
of car building, both excel in making the best sports cars, yet hold their ground on 
simple classics  and both command loyal die hard supporters. 

We topped 300+ vehicles this month. Liverpool Lady Lord Mayor Christine Banks 
came to support again with her love of the event. Her pick of the day was an unusual 
rare metallic brown Italian classic De Tomato Longchamp GTSE. Only 7 were built. 
A muscular car with very luxurious white/cream sofa-like leather couch seats.Race 
car driver Alejandro De Tomaso was just 31 years old when he founded the car 
company. By 1963 they had a sports car on the road, followed by cars with various 
underpinnings and intent. Not satisfied with keeping to the sports car segment, De 
Tomaso set his eyes on the luxury coupe customer. Enter the Longchamp. Derived 
from the Deaville sedan De Tomaso already produced, the Longchamp used a shorter 
chassis but shared its engine, transmission, and suspension components. That meant 
under hood was a 351 Cleveland V8 from Ford (5.8L), and either a three-speed Ford 
automatic or five-speed ZF-produced manual. In the front, lamps were sourced from 
the Euro-market Ford Granada, and the Alfa Romeo 2000 provided the lights at the 
rear.

With his idea for a grand touring luxury coupe now well-formed, De Tomaso turned 
to legendary Detroit-born designer Tom Tjaarda for exterior design. Tjaarda made 
a long-term name for himself with his work at both Pininfarina and Ghia. After 
working on the Longchamp, he’d go on to do smaller design projects like the Chrysler 
LeBaron, Chrysler Imperial, Saab 900, and the interior of the Lamborghini Diablo.
The Longchamp was introduced at the Turin Motor Show in 1972 and went into 
production in 1973. Typical of a smaller and more hand-built manufacturer, the 
production run for the Longchamp was a long one. 

In addition to the standard coupe, convertible and sporty GTS coupe configurations 
were introduced into the fold. This particular 1979 example was sent from Germany 
back to Italy in 1990, where it was engineered once more at the De Tomaso factory. 
Extensive changes turned the standard car into a GTS coupe. It now features the 
Campagnolo wheels, an automatic transmission breathed upon by Shelby, and a 
tuned engine with an output of 365 horsepower. De Tomaso himself signed the head 
rest while it in was there for surgery.

The chosen charity for this month are Liverpool Lord Mayors 3 chosen Charities: 
Everton in the Community, Michael Causer Foundation and the Merchant Navy.

A big thanks to all our motoring members, amazing friends and supporters, the Cars 
& Coffee Liverpool team Terry Alan Barnett, John Kane, John Connell, Matthew 
Eaton, Anthony Weaver, Luke Jordan, Jimmy Rutledge, Charalene Lee and her 
Coffee family and CCL friends! A huge thanks to our sponsors Cafe Origin Coffee, 
Stratstone Aston Martin, HR Owen Lamborghini & Maserati, Lookers Vauxhall - 
David Billing, Autorenew, OCD Porsche Specialist, WSR Recycling, Tom Tully 
Tyres, Impact Solutions, Philangle Stamps, Sefton Life & Wirral Life Magazines, 
Dann Furr from GT Porsche & Mercedes Driver and photographer Mike McTigue.

We must welcome our new sponsor - ClassicLine Insurance, who are giving all Cars 
& Coffee Liverpool & Norman’s Pond customers a 15% Discount for all sports & 
classic car owners. Get a free quote on 0145 563 9000 or email normanspond@
classiclineinsurance.co.uk

See you all again on Sunday 28th April 2019! Same time same place for a Coffee 
Origin and a Char Sui Bun, or the all new steamed Hot Dog bun!
www.carsandcoffeeliverpool.co.uk and  www.chungku.co  Safe Happy motoring ;)

If you are thinking of buying your first Classic car or premium dream car OR selling 
your car? it can be bit daunting to find the right car. You may have an idea what you 
want, perhaps a brand or type of car, but there are a whole lot of cars out there and 
pitfalls too. Norman’s Pond online car auction is in association with Cars and Coffee 
Liverpool. An enthusiast website and curated/ vetted for the enthusiast buyer visit  
www.normanspond.com or email us at  Norman@normanspond.com

Flying Spur WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km)  

– Combined 19.1 (14.8). Combined CO₂ – 337 g/km.

Model shown: Flying Spur.

An alluring combination of power and craftsmanship.
The new Flying Spur.

Discover more at BentleyMotors.com/FlyingSpur 

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2019 Bentley Motors Limited.

This is the latest Honda CB1000R been released which is Euro 5 compliant 
all-in black street fighter/café racer style. Completely restyled, from the 
sleek headlight, to the newly redesigned aluminium subframe, with an 
individual and aggressive character Honda have produced this latest bike 
in such a way to create their own twist on design. The CB1000R has been 
around almost 30 years and has certainly proven itself in this time.

The arrangements where to meet my riding buddy Mark on this warm 
sunny day at Smiths Honda where we were pleasantly surprised to see 
this black beast parked up outside. First impressions, small, sleek, hard to 
believe it’s a 1000cc bike. Climbing on board surprised me as it is quite tall, 
comfortable and with a very unobtrusive TFT display screen, it felt really 
good relaxed and confident, and we pulled away. This bike is so easy to ride.

Engine & Transmission:
The CB1000R is powered by a 998cc inline 4-cylinder engine producing 
143.5 BHP @10500 RPM and 76.7lb/ft of torque @8250 RPM. The engine is 
very smooth, and it does have this lovely growl once you get above 5500 rpm 
the power delivery to the single sided swinging arm chain drive is pretty rapid 
but controllable.

The bike has a 6-speed box with quick shifter and auto blipper as standard. 
Once I’d mastered the art of not shutting down the throttle, wow, this works 
brilliantly, Honda have totally nailed this, big time.

Mid-range power is great and once you hit that 5500rpm in top gear the CB 
just takes off. It’s very nicely balanced between a well-behaved tourer and a 
top sports bike. The bike is equipped with a 4-settings rider modes, from ‘wet’ 
to ‘sports’, which control the TC and power delivery. Most of my riding was in 
sports, but ‘user mode’ made the bike just that little more relaxed.

Handling and Brakes:
The CB1000R is fitted as standard with Tokico 4 pot piston front callipers, 
Showa front and rear suspension fully adjustable and Michelin power tyres.
The brakes are fantastic and give you a lot of feedback when breaking 
hard with no sudden snatching, a nice little touch by Honda is the flashing 
hazard warning lights when hard breaking. Suspension is very confident on 
factory settings, not too hard, giving great handling along with comfort in 
conjunction with the Michelin power tyres.

Equipment Instruments and Controls:
The instrument panel is TFT LCD (Thin-film-transistor liquid-crystal 
display) for easy management of navigation, calls, messages and music while 

you’re riding and positioned low down over the front with gives you a more 
open feeling of being on a naked sports bike, very clever. ABS and adjustable 
traction control are standard along with self-cancelling indicators which is 
very useful and a USB socket under seat. A slipper clutch is standard keeping 
you in strict control of the rear wheel when changing down.

As previously mentioned, a 4-setting rider mode ‘sport’, ‘user’, ‘wet’ and 
‘standard’. Switching between the modes proved to be very useful in adapting 
to the type of riding you are doing. All controls are easy to use, well positioned 
and of the usual Honda super high quality. The Horseshoe shaped front light 
looks cool and produces a really sharp mega watt white light from LEDs.

Grin factor:
Big power. Great handling. Unique looks. Very high quality. There is something 
about the CB1000R that’s very different to all of its rivals. When I pulled up at 
one of the bike stops, I noticed all the heads turn, along with a mix of different 
kind of bikers, coming straight over to take a closer look, asking questions.

In summary:
Until the last few years, I have never really been a big lover of naked sports 
bikes, yet I now own a Triumph Speed Triple which I adore. The Honda truly 
is a solid all-rounder, whether you are commuting to and from work, days out 
with the boys (or girls), or on a track, this is a brilliant, fun bike for whatever 
you desire. With its hefty dose of torque, light confident handling and sleek 
stealthy looks (like a modern Batman Bat Cycle), I am seriously considering 
updating my Triple for the CB1000R it makes sense to get out of my riding 
abilities on an up-to-date machine with the very best latest tech.  

The CB1000R costs slightly more than its close rivals. But I think with its 
unique looks, design and world renowned Honda high quality, it is well worth 
every extra penny.

Go and test one immediately! I guarantee you will not want to give it back.

Price:  £12,999

Smiths Honda
Whitchurch Road
Christleton
Chester
CH3 6AE
T: 01244 336 565
W: smithshonda.co.uk
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HONDA CB1000R BLACK EDITION
by Andrew Booth

The Neo Sports Café Racer has 
evolved. And then some.

88 merseylife.com
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This edition we are reviewing a very special vehicle courtesy of Lamborghini 
Manchester, the Lamborghini Huracán STO. A limited-edition, track-
orientated version of the highly successful Huracán, basically a road legal 
version of their Super Trofeo Evo and GT3 race cars, triple Daytona 24 
hours winners.

The Huracán model evolution
When Lamborghini replaced the highly successful & much loved Gallardo 
with the Huracán, it was met with a touch of ambivalence; a quick car, did 
everything right, but arguably a bit clinical & soulless.

Lamborghini listened to the feedback & two years later addressed these issues 
(and then some), with the Performante model. A more powerful engine, 
lighter car with better handling, plus some trick aerodynamics ensured a fast, 
engaging car.  It proved itself by achieving the Nürburgring lap record at the 
time. Continuing development, two years later they launched the Huracán 
Evo, taking the best of the Performante including the uprated engine.  With 
the addition of rear wheel steering, new aerodynamics plus an AI powered 
central control system which brings together the engine, transmission, 
steering, suspension to give a predictive ‘feed forward’ to the drive.

Huracán STO
The Super Trofeo Omologato uses the same engine as the Performante / Evo; 
a naturally aspirated V10 which generates 631bhp & screams to 8500rpm.  
The STO has the upper hand in several important areas.  Firstly it is incredibly 
light, reducing weight from the heaviest model’s 1542kg to a mere 1339kg, 
thus giving the best power to weight ratio in the range. Much of this is 
achieved by removing the front drive, replacing most of the body parts & 
interior with carbon fibre panels (including a very cool one piece clam-shell 
front end instead of wings & bonnet) & magnesium wheels. Secondly it has 
significant aerodynamic advantage due to expensive wind tunnel work.

Downforce is increased 53% over even the Performante, creating up to 450kg 
at 174 mph; in other words it handles like it’s being forced into the road.  
Airflow efficiency is upped by 37% thanks to the revised spoilers including 
the adjustable huge rear wing, roof air scoop and longitudinal rear fin. The 
side air intakes also improve cooling, vital for a car that generates so much 
heat from the engine & brakes.

Finally the suspension is a race set up, with MagneRide 2.0 adjustable 
damping, which allows the car to be just soft enough to be driven on the road.  
It’s wider than the Evo,  with a new anti-roll bar & tighter steering ratio turning 
all four wheels & F1-optimised carbon ceramic brakes.

Verdict :
Being familiar with the Performante & Evo it felt even quicker to rev, even 
louder, especially the crackle & pop as the revs dropped. To get the best out 
of an Evo it needs a track and I suspect even more so the STO. Both models 
can reach nearly triple the motorway speed limit and stop in less than half the 
braking distance quoted in the Highway code.  

Price:
Lamborghini press have said ‘from’ £260k but the spec we encountered would 
be closer to £365k. I have no doubt that it would make a hell of a track day car.

Special thanks to the team at H.R.Owen & Lamborghini 

Price (From) £260k - £365k

LAMBORGHINI HURACÁN STO
by Nik Ellis

The Lamborghini Huracán STO is here 

to laugh at all other Supercars.

Somehow made street legal.We review the latest cars, 
motorbikes - anything with 
wheels! 

From manufacturers, 
showrooms, repairs 
and valeting, our motor 
section is perfect for our 
petrolhead readers.

We also attend Cars & 
Coffee Liverpool, and you 
can find a feature in the 
magazine each month.
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READER COMPETITIONS

WIN 20% OFF YOUR WEDDING 
AT HAIGH HOTEL!

Contessa Hotels are giving Sefton Life readers the chance to win a staggering 20% off their 
wedding booking at the glamours Haigh Hall Hotel, Wigan. 

With 20% off your wedding you’ll be able to celebrate in true style and elegance at Wigan’s most 
stunning Hotel.  

To enter the competition, email your answer to enquiries@haighhallhotel.co.uk along with your 
name, address, email and contact telephone number. 

Question: Why is Haigh Hotel the perfect backdrop for your big day? 

Entries close on 3rd May 2019 at noon. Good luck!

Terms & Conditions apply.

READER COMPETITION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CONTESSA HOTELS
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OCC O N T E S S A
LEVERHULME HOTEL

Wigan's Most Stunning 4* Hotel and Wedding Venue

01942 830 000 or Enquiries@haighhallhotel.co.uk 0151 644 6655 or Enquiries@leverhulmehotel.co.uk

HAIGH HALL HOTEL
Merseyside's Most Luxurious 4* Hotel and Wedding Venue

Leverhulme Hotel is Port Sunlight Village’s
historic hidden diamond with a

contemporary twist inside.

We are not only the best place for
Afternoon Tea but the most elegant

wedding venue in the locality. Our staff
work with you to personalise your big day

with no element left untouched.

With the stunning setting of Port Sunlight
Village on your doorstep and our gardens
and pond, there is no better backdrop for

your big day.

Share your Wedding with us at Haigh Hall
Hotel,Wigan's most stunning Hotel and

Wedding venue surrounded by true
glamour.

Our staff tailor every occasion to you, with
the highest level of attention to detail to
allow for a true personalised special day.

With some of the best photo backdrops,
fine food from our Riviera Restaurant and

luxurious bedrooms there could be no
better setting for your Wedding day.

WIN AN INDULGENCE WEEKEND FOR TWO AT 
HAIGH HALL HOTEL - WORTH £1400!

Contessa Hotels are giving Sefton Life readers the chance to win an indulgence weekend at the 
luxury Haigh Hall Hotel, Wigan.

The Contessa Indulgence package for two includes:

• Typically arrive Friday to freshen up 
• Dinner and bed and breakfast first night 
• 3 hours of spa treatment per couple on the second day
• Bed and breakfast for second night of stay

This comes with 20% off food during your stay if you want to book Afternoon Tea or dine on the 
second night. 

To enter the competition, email your answer to hello@seftonlife.com along with your name, address, 
email and contact telephone number.

Question: Where is Haigh Hall Hotel? 

Entries close on 8th April 2018 at noon. Good luck!

READER COMPETITION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CONTESSA HOTELS
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LEVERHULME HOTEL
Merseyside’s Most Luxurious 4* Hotel and Wedding Venue

0151 644 6655
enquiries@leverhulmehotel.co.ukCC O N T E S S A

Spend Mother’s Day this year at our
historic and stunning Haigh Hall Hotel.
Our staff shall be creating the perfect
backdrop to treat the woman who

inspires you.

12:30pm - 3:30pm

Classic Afternoon Tea - £28 per adult
Children’s Ice Cream Tea - £15 per child

MOTHER’S DAY
Sunday 31st March 2019

Join us as Leverhulme Hotel welcomes
Timothy Lucas (from Cilla The Musical)
and pianist to celebrate Mother’s Day
with us with three hours of musical
accompaniment during Afternoon Tea.

2pm - 5pm

Classic Afternoon Tea - £30 per adult
Children’s Ice Cream Tea - £15 per child

Join us this Easter Sunday for the greatest English tradition of Afternoon Tea with
a special Easter Twist, followed by every child’s favourite our Easter Egg Hunt.

12:30pm - 3:30pm Afternoon Tea
2:30pm - 3:30pm Children’s Easter Egg Hunt

Classic Afternoon Tea - £28 per adult

Children’s Ice Cream Tea  - £15 per child

EASTER SUNDAY
EGGTRAVAGANZA

Sunday 21st April 2019

HAIGH HALL HOTEL
Wigan’s Most Stunning Hotel and Wedding Venue

01942 830 000
enquiries@haighhallhotel.co.uk

WIN AFTERNOON 
TEA FOR TWO 

AT THE CHESTER 
GROSVENOR

The Chester Grosvenor are giving 
Wirral Life readers the chance 
to win an indulgent Champagne 
Afternoon Tea for Two.

To enter the competition, email 
your answer to hello@wirrallife.
com along with your name, 
address, email and contact 
telephone number. 

Question: What is The Chester 
Grosvenor's own tea called?

Entries close on 6th September 
2019 at noon. Good luck!

READER COMPETITION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE CHESTER GROSVENOR
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Served daily at The Chester Grosvenor since 1882, the tradition of 'taking tea' 

has been enjoyed by many since its launch and is renowned for being the finest 

afternoon tea in Chester. 

 

First created by the Duchess of Bedford in 1830 to stave off her mid-afternoon 
hunger pangs, afternoon tea was firmly established as a British staple in Victorian 
England, a light meal of tea (usually Darjeeling) and cakes or sandwiches was the 
perfect balance. The Duchess found taking an afternoon snack to be such a perfect 
refreshment that she soon began inviting her friends to join her. Afternoon tea 
quickly became an established and convivial repast in many households.
 
Afternoon Tea is served in the decadent surroundings of The Arkle Bar and Lounge 
at The Chester Grosvenor. It offers a wonderfully memorable experience for all 
occasions, whether it be a special celebration or a get together with friends. 
 
Guests may indulge in sweet creations made by the hotel’s award-winning chefs, 
served alongside a selection of finger sandwiches, fruit and plain scones with 
clotted cream and strawberry preserve and freshly brewed tea or coffee. Perhaps try 
the hotel’s very own blend of tea, Grosvenor Grey.
 
For those who prefer a heartier afternoon tea The Chester Grosvenor also 
serve Gentleman's Afternoon Tea, although this is available for both ladies and 
gentlemen! Guests can enjoy handmade floured bloomers with crispy haddock and 
tartare sauce, open rye with roast beef, pastrami, mustard and pickles along with a 
baked pork and apple savoury, served alongside Appleby’s Cheshire cheese.
 
For a truly indulgent affair choose the Indulgent Champagne Afternoon Tea with 
the addition of a chilled glass of Champagne and strawberries with clotted cream. 

Afternoon Tea and Gentleman’s Afternoon Tea are priced at £33.50 per person, 

Indulgent Afternoon Tea is priced at £47.50. To book call 01244 324024.

 
 

THE CHESTER GROSVENOR

You’re stopping in at Tweedmill Shopping Outlet while you’re 

on tour to celebrate their 25th anniversary – Aled you were 

there for the 20th anniversary - Are you looking forward to 

it?

Aled: Yes, we’re going to be singing there, entertaining the 
shoppers with a taster from the tour and meeting a few people 
but more than anything I’ll be picking up a bit of shopping. They 
do great food there; I was really impressed with that last time so 
looking forward to having a look at that.

And when are you in Merseyside?

Aled: We’ve got about 22 dates in the course of about a month, 
but you know we’ve been doing this a long time and it’s important 
we have fun, otherwise people don’t have fun watching us. We’re 
coming to the Philharmonic in Liverpool on the 12th of October 
the same day as we visit Tweedmill.

Russell: I love the Liverpool audiences I used to play at clubs 
in Liverpool, but the Philharmonic Hall is one of my favourite 
venues. The acoustics are absolutely amazing, the audience is 
always warm and friendly and there’s so much history there 
with all the people who have stepped on that stage, like The 
Beatles and Tom Jones and you can feel that oozing out of the 
woodwork. I hope it never changes.

Russell Watson and Aled Jones and the In Harmony album tour 
runs from the 17th September until 15th October 2019 with 
them visiting Tweedmill Shopping Outlet on 12th October (free 
entry) before heading over to the Liverpool Philharmonic for 
their gig in the evening. 

To find out more, visit www.tweedmill.co.uk
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WIN AN EXCLUSIVE 
AFTERNOON TEA 
FOR TWO WITH 
ALED & RUSSELL 
AT TWEEDMILL 

SHOPPING OUTLET

Tweedmill Shopping Outlet in St Asaph, 
North Wales are giving Wirral Life readers 
the chance to win an exclusive Afternoon 
Tea for two people with Aled and Russell.

To enter the competition, email your answer 
to hello@wirrallife.com along with your 
name, address, email and contact telephone 
number. 

Question: Which birthday are Tweedmill 
Shopping Outlet celebrating?

Entries close on 7th October 2019 at noon. 
Good luck!

READER COMPETITION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH TWEEDMILL SHOPPING OUTLET

Our readers love 
competitions and it 
provides a perfect 
opportunity to engage with 
our audience. 

We can work with you to 
come up with a competition 
which will ensure maximum 
interest.

We can also share the data 
with you so you can build 
this into your in-house 
marketing.

HALL SMITH LTD

WIN A MEAL FOR 
4 AT THE GROVE 
HOUSE HOTEL & 

RESTAURANT

The Grove House Hotel & Restaurant 

are giving Wirral Life readers the 

chance to win a three course meal 

for 4.

To enter the competition, email your 
answer to hello@wirrallife.com along 
with your name, address, email and 
contact telephone number. 

Question: What is the new function 
suite called at The Grove House 
Hotel? 

Entries close on 8th January 2020 at 
noon. Good luck!

READER COMPETITION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE GROVE HOUSE HOTEL & RESTAURANT
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The Grove House Hotel is the highest rated AA awarded hotel within a seven 

mile radius on the Wirral.

The hotel is a friendly privately owned hotel with superb facilities - a home from 
home. The Grove House Hotel prides itself on our excellent reputation. Whether 
you are looking to eat out, arrange a family function or plan your wedding this 
is the perfect place. With its brand new Orangery function suite overlooking the 
landscaped gardens it is perfect for wedding receptions, family events or a fantastic 
Christmas party.

The Oak panelled restaurant with fabulous food offers an extensive set and A la 
Carte menu to choose from, great food and great service and a truly friendly and 
professional team to look after you. 

The Christmas Lunch and Dinner menu offers:

Starters: Choose from Leek & Potato Soup, Tomato & Roasted Pepper Soup, 
Tropical Cocktail, Egg Salad, Prawn Cocktail, Stuffed Mushrooms, Trio of Smoked 
Seafood, White & Black Pudding with Lambs Kidney, Goats Cheese & Tomato 
Salad or Parfait.

Main Courses: Roast Fresh Cheshire Turkey, Roast Leg of Lamb, Breast of Chicken, 
Peterhead Hake., Steak & Newcastle Brown Ale Pie, Welsh Pheasant, Cornish 
Seabass, Quorn Roast or Vegetable Hotpot.

For desserts, you can choose from their famous Sweet Trolley, Cheese & biscuits or 
Christmas pudding with rum sauce. 

Prices start from £26.95 for a three course meal.

To book call The Grove House Hotel on 0151 639 3947.

WIN A MEAL FOR 4 AT THE GROVE 

HOUSE HOTEL  & RESTAURANT
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MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

HALL SMITH LTD

Media Partnerships provide added value to all 
parties involved. It adds a level of kudos and 
increased profile by having media covering your 
event. 

From pre-event to post event, we can support  
ticket sales, promotion and visibility.

At the event, our team can attend with branding 
and we can also use our social media channels to 
promote the event. 

Our media partnerships to date include Cream 
Classical, Smooth Radio, Liverpool International 
Tennis Tournament, Wirral Borough of Culture, 
Pez Tellet’s Summer Pops, Parkgate Fest, Lady 
Taverners, Incubabies, Radio City Cash For Kids 
and the Wirral Food and Drink Festival.
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OUR EVENTS CALENDAR

HALL SMITH LTD

WIRRAL LIFE AWARDS - 25TH MARCH 2022
Attended by over 800 guests, the Wirral Life Awards take place annually to celebrate the best of the 
best. The next awards is taking place Spring 2022. 

WIRRAL LIFE SUMMER BALL - TBC
Dubbed as the social event of the year, it is attended by approx 400 people who are entertained 
with live music, sumptuous food and entertainment. 

WIRRAL LIFE HALLOWEEN BALL - 28TH OCTOBER 2022
Our spookily scary ball - full fancy dress ball offers something different, fun and exciting for guests. 

MERSEY LIFE AWARDS - 17TH JUNE 2022
We’re proud to host the Mersey Life awards to commend those who strive to offer the best products, 
services, and experiences to their customers. 

MERSEY LIFE BALL - TBC
The Mersey Life Ball will be one of the largest balls to take place in the Liverpool City Region 
attended by key people. Date to be confirmed. 

CHESTER LIFE AWARDS - 23RD SEPTEMBER 2022
We’re proud to host the Chester Life Awards to commend those who strive to offer the best 
products, services, and experiences to their customers. 

CHESTER LIFE BALL - TBC
Held in Cheshire, the Chester LIfe Ball is a black tie event that brings together guests for an evening 
of dinner and dancing. Date to be confirmed.
 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Sponsorship opportunities for all of the events listed above are available. 
For more information, please contact us. 
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EDITORIAL 

            @castlegreenhomes

www.castlegreenhomes.uk 

01745 536 677

St Asaph Business Park, LL17 0LJ

Formerly

Named

Meols Wirral

An Exciting New Development  

of 4 & 5 Bedroom Homes

Homes made with luxury in mind are being swiftly snapped up 

in Meols.

Castle Green’s Queensbury Manor is a small, intimate development 
of just 25 homes and is the housebuilder’s first development to 
feature homes from its luxurious Signature Collection. 

Offering bigger plots, larger garages and high-end, branded 
fixtures and appliances such as Villeroy and Boch and AEG, this 
development sets the standard for homes with the ‘wow’ factor.

Perfectly demonstrating why these homes are just so special are 
two newly opened, fully furnished show homes allowing buyers to 
experience the space, layout, quality of the build and the superior 
specification for themselves.

Caryl Russell, sales and marketing director at Castle Green Homes, 
says: “We had already sold over 30% of homes at Queensbury 
Manor before opening the show homes, which is testament to the 
quality of the scheme and we’ve now sold over 50%. One thing that 
the majority of our buyers and visitors have said differentiates this 
development from others is the individual approach we’ve taken to 
the exterior styling of the homes.”

Taking inspiration from classical architecture, the four house styles 
available at Queensbury Manor come with 12 different variations 
meaning each home can look very distinct from its neighbour.

The four-bedroom Marlborough and Buckingham show homes are 
two of four house styles available at Queensbury Manor.

A Marlborough is currently priced from £614,995 and comes with 
plentiful open-plan living space including a kitchen, dining and 
family area with bi-folding doors that lead out into the garden, and 
a separate lounge. 

Upstairs, the main bedroom suite spans the entire depth of the 
home and includes a large walk-through dressing room leading to 
a spacious en-suite. Bedroom two also has its own en-suite shower 
room, while the remaining two bedrooms are served by a well-
appointed and spacious family bathroom.

The Buckingham is the largest house style available and starts from 
£674,995. Buyers also have the choice of configuring this home 
with either four or five bedrooms. 

For added luxury, in the four-bed option, two of the bedrooms 
come with their own dressing room and en-suite bathrooms. The 
five-bed version also offers a second bedroom with en-suite.

Caryl adds: “Queensbury Manor is an incredibly exciting 
development. Now the show homes have opened, we’re getting 
more interest than ever so I don’t think it’ll be long before we’ve 
sold up.

“Post-lockdown, many homeowners have come to realise the 
shortcomings of their current homes.  Instead of spending 
thousands getting an existing home up to standard, they should 
simply visit us at Queensbury Manor. Our homes come ready to go 
with top of the range appliances, private outdoor space and open-
plan living space including a number of spaces for the whole family 
to relax in, which is an incredibly desirable option for families.”

Queensbury Manor boasts excellent road and rail links to Liverpool 
so is ideal for commuters. Meols railway station is a 10-minute 
walk away and the M53 is close by, linking residents to Chester 
and beyond.

The Wirral is home to numerous restaurants, wine bars and pubs 
and there is plenty on offer when it comes to shopping. For those 
who enjoy the outdoors, the Wirral Circular Trail and its miles of 
coastal paths is on the doorstep. Living in Meols puts residents at 
the centre of it all.

The show homes are available to view at Queensbury Manor by 
appointment only from Thursday to Monday 10.30am-5.30pm. 
Bookings can be made by calling 01352 872560 or you can take a 
360-degree virtual tour via the website: www.castlegreenhomes.uk/
locations/queensbury-manor 
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After months of Lockdown during the cold winter months 

The Mouse is delighted to be open again, with new additions 

inside and out.  

Dani Roberts, owner said: "Since opening the garden a couple 
of weeks ago the support has been overwhelming, thank you 
to all our customers old and new.  We're looking forward to 
the next part of this journey, hopefully, we're coming out the 
other end of the pandemic, and society can start to get back to 
some type of normal.  

"The last few weeks have been truly amazing, it's been 
wonderful to see people in the garden enjoying themselves, 
something so simple as people laughing and smiling with 
family and friends really sums everything up."

The new additions to The Mouse include:
• Outside Kitchen (BBQ Weekends) to complement the 

outside bar
• Expansion of the garden with more tables / seating
• Children's Play Area's: Climbing frame/slide, cosy 

cottage & carriage 
• Numerous new friends: Pigs, sheep, cows and a goat, 

with a horse on it's way!
• Bandstand with live music every weekend 

As well as expanding the garden we've fully refurbished 
our conservatory for events and re-decorated the cow shed 
restaurant which opened from 17th May.

Special thanks to our brilliant NHS who've done a remarkable 
job throughout the pandemic. The Mouse once again donated 
meals to the team at Arrowe Park Hospital, this is a tiny piece 
of the puzzle, but to help key workers during such difficult 
times was super rewarding and brought a true community 
spirit.

Watch out for next month's Wirral Life issue, it's the big one 
and we've been planning this for over a year with Si, Nicky, 
and the team at Wirral Life. Due to the pandemic, we had to 
freeze our plans... but not now! Don't forget to collect your 
June issue!

The Mouse at Brimstage | Arrive as Guests, Leave as Friends 

For events at The Mouse please email: 

themouseatbrimstage@gmail.com. 

THE MOUSE AT BRIMSTAGE RE-OPENS 

AFTER LOCKDOWN WITH NEW ADDITIONS 

W
L

The Mouse @ Brimstage is proud to offer our multi-functional spaces for special events and private parties.
Perfect for Weddings, Baby Showers, Birthday Celebrations, Wakes or a Special Occasion.

•  B A R  •  B I S T RO  •  E V E N T S

• Afternoon Tea • Homemade Food • Freshly Baked Cakes • Fresh Local Produce • Dog Friendly 
Hours: Monday - Sunday: 10.00 - 17.00. 1st Saturday of  every month: 10.00 -  21.00

The Mouse at Brimstage, Brimstage Hall & Courtyard,Wirral, CH63 6JA
Call now to book  T: 0151 342 5382 • W: www.themouseatbrimstage.co.uk

• Outside Bar • Outside Kitchen - BBQ Weekends
• Expansion of  the Garden with more Tables / Seating

• Children’s Play Area’s: Climbing Frame / Slide, Cozy Cottage & Carriage 
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Editorial can be used in a 
number of ways to support 
your advert and reinforce 
your messages.

For example:

• Interview style
• Advice column
• Story based

Editorial is complimentary 
to long term advertisers - 
those who book 3 or more 
consecutive issues. 

We  will work with you to 
develop a plan to effectively 
promote  your company or 
message. 

PRESS RELEASES

Throughout the magazine we 
run news that we think would 
be of interest to our readers. 

Press releases can be sent to:

editorial@wirrallife.com
editorial@chesterlife.com
editorial@merseylife.com
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Lockdown has certainly taken its toll on the nation’s looks (and 

waistline). Botulinum toxin wore off, grey roots came through and 

smooth skin and manicured nails went right out of the window.

Many people also spent weeks of quarantine wearing comfortable 
clothing and emotionally eating junk food. With the additional 
stresses brought on by the pandemic such as financial insecurity, 
health anxiety and home schooling coupled with the lack of access 
to beauty and fitness services people have spent months feeling more 
dishevelled than ever.

Increased screen time, bad diet, stress and lack of fresh air together 
with the wearing of masks are all taking a toll on the nation’s skin. 
Lockdown has taught us that there is no less flattering angle to view 
yourself from than on a webcam or phone camera during an online 
video call. Many people are faced seeing themselves on a daily basis on 
Zoom or Skype and have become more aware of their wrinkles, double 
chins and “turkey neck” 

According to research commissioned by the cosmetic treatment 
specialist Uvence 16% of us – almost four million British women feel 
that the stress and anxiety brought about by the pandemic has caused 
them to age by at least four years.

Covid Face is a term being banded around and is said to be the result 
of grief, stress, housework, home schooling, lamentable eating habits, 
upped sugar and alcohol intake and increased sun damage. Other 
terms include, “lockdown looks”, “Pandemic grimace”, “Zoom face”- 
none of which are pretty!

It’s a fact that a lot of people have gained weight during lockdown. 
Whether this has been boredom, stress eating, inactivity or a 
combination, half the nation is said to have expanded its waistline 
in the past few months. A survey by Slimfast showed that a third of 
people have gained half a stone or more in the weeks since quarantine 
began. For those aged over 40 weight changes can really impact facial 
appearance; weight gain can cause the cheeks to sag which contributes 
to jowls and down turned mouth corners, creating a “sad mouth”

So, what can we do about it? Well, here is the good news… We really 
can address all the above problems here at SDS Rejuvenate. 

During lockdown we have seen an incredible increase in the demand 
for a good effective skin care regime and orders online and through 
clinic for our own SDS range have not just doubled but trebled at 
least. There has also been an increase in patients wanting to address 

specific concerns such as pigmentation and acne and for this we have 
been recommending the OBAGI range, a well renowned and highly 
recommended cosmeceutical brand. Once clinics are fully open we 
will be able to offer our full range of facials, LED light treatments and 
our most popular laser 4D facelift, which not only lifts and tightens 
but addresses those fine lines and wrinkles and skin textural issues. 
I would suggest booking a consultation together with a skin analysis 
and then we can decide what is the best way forward to address your 
“Covid concerns”

To counteract the “sagging”, the “sad face” and the “exhaustion” we use 
dermal fillers to lift and replenish the lost volume. Whilst we are still 
urged to wear masks, we are using our eyes more and more to express 
ourselves and hollow eyes make us look tired and angry. Tear trough 
fillers and toxin injections have long been popular but may now take 
precedence over the lips.

Fillers in the mid face also serve to lift and as a result the jowls become 
less evident and the nasolabial folds (the line from the nose to the 
mouth) less marked. Just small volumes of fillers can make a real 
difference and certainly lift not only the face but also your mood and 
spirits!

Our weight loss clinic has certainly proved popular with our patients 
and results are spectacular as people are shedding the pounds and 
losing inches. It involves a self-administered injection daily which 
suppresses one’s appetite and delays gastric emptying which results in 
one eating smaller portions and stops the snacking and craving. It is 
not to be taken lightly as it is a prescribed treatment and requires a 
consultation with a doctor to assess suitability.

In Summary, Covid has certainly had a negative effect on many 
peoples’ confidence and self-esteem but a word of warning, or should I 
say a little tip, don’t forget that although you think you look tired, sad, 
angry etc. as you stare into the computer screen for hours on end, this 
hopefully is a temporary phenomenon. Soon we will be back having 
face to face meetings, we won’t be constantly looking at ourselves as 
well as the person on Zoom or Teams and we will not have the time to 
spend criticising ourselves and knocking our own confidence!

I hope these terms – Covid Face, Zoom Face, Maskne are all put to 
the back of our minds very quickly as we return to a more normal way 
of life. However, if you feel at this present time you need some advice 
on any of the treatments mentioned above do not hesitate to contact 
the clinics. We are all ready and excited to help any of your concerns.

LOCKDOWN HAS CERTAINLY TAKEN 

ITS TOLL ON THE NATION

Laser Non-Surgical Facelift

Fast, effective treatments provided by experienced doctors in Wirral.

www.sdsrejuvenate.co.uk

158-160 Banks Road, West Kirby, Wirral, CH48 0RH Tel: 0151 625 8080

163-165 Telegraph Road, Heswall, Wirral, CH60 7SE Tel: 0151 348 4878

Call to arrange a free consultation with our Laser Therapist today

The Fotona 4D Treatment lifts, tightens, plumps, improves skin texture, and provides wrinkle 

reduction with the use of 4 unique laser modes: SMOOTH®, FRAC3®, PIANO® and SupErficial™.

 

The synergistic laser treatments treat both the exterior of the face as well as the Interior oral 

cavity to help improve nasolabial folds and the perioral lines often referred to as smokers lines.

 

This procedure provides both immediate and ongoing results.

I’m absolutely delighted that we were able to re-

open all of our shops on 12th April.

Over the last four months our staff have once-again 
worked tirelessly from home to help all our customers 
with holidays that were affected and their patience 
and understanding while we helped them has been 
much appreciated.

While our shops were force to close again, we took the 
opportunity to fully re-fit them and the feedback has 
been phenomenal since re-opening.  We have tried 
to make our shops a friendly and fun environment 
and have always based the décor on ‘Your Holiday 
Starts Here’ which means going into one of our shops 
should be the very start of your holiday.

When you walk into our shops you will experience 
the following:

• Our brand new amazing Flower Walls with 
Chesterfield chairs and settees for that ultimate 
photographic experience

• Moretti draught beer poured into Moretti 3/4 
pint schooner glasses

• Luxury Gin & Prosecco bars with 15 different 
flavoured gins to choose from.  All served with 
ice, tonic and a dash of lemon

• Over 3,000 classic games on our retro arcade 
machines

• Kids play areas which are full of games, fun and 
movies to keep them entertained

• Overflowing sweet jars in our confectionery area
• A selection of quality coffees and hot chocolates 

from our new coffee machines served with 
biscuits and cakes

• Large screens TVs on the walls of every 
workstation so customers can clearly see the 
holidays we are recommending to them

There are now very positive signs that holidays are 
coming for the summer months of 2021 as we look 
forward to the end of restrictions and getting our lives 
back to normal.  

Here at Perfect Getaways, having worked right 
throughout this pandemic, we are 100% geared up 
for the last-minute demand to book a holiday for this 
summer.  

We are always available on Facebook or via our 
telephone line 0333 555 2223, but why not come and 
visit us in our shops in Birkenhead, Little Sutton, 
Neston, Liverpool or St Helens and enjoy the ultimate 
experience when booking your next holiday.

Let’s face it, we all deserve something to look forward 
to.

WE ARE BACK OPEN AND BETTER THAN EVER!

By Nicola Palmer, Perfect Getaways

56  wirrallife.com

TRAVELW
L

• NESTON • LITTLE SUTTON • BIRKENHEAD • LIVERPOOL • ST HELENS

T: 0333 555 2223   E: yourholidaystarts@perfectgetaways.co.uk

YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT WITH...

• GIN BAR IN BRANCH 

• COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS 

• KIDS CORNER IN BRANCH 

• AWARD WINNING SERVICE

• FREE CHILD PLACES 

• LOW DEPOSITS

• 100’S OF OPERATORS 

• TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAYS

CHALLENGE US TO BEAT 
YOUR HOLIDAY PRICE TODAY

BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
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ADVERT PRINT SPECIFICATION

Advertisers wishing to provide their own material should supply it on email to:

artwork@wirrallife.com
artwork@merseylife.com
artwork@chesterlife.com

Files should be supplied as a Hi-Res CMYK PDF.

Bleed advertisements must be designed inclusive of 3mm bleed, fonts must be 
embedded or converted to outlines.

All images incorporated within the advert should be high resolution: 300 dpi.

We reserve the right to reject materials supplied for advertising if the quality or content 

is not satisfactory.

ADVERT DESIGN SERVICE

We offer a design service for your advert. Our designer will work closely with you to 
create an advert that meets your objectives and capture the readers attention. 

ONE OFF COST - £200 + VAT

If photography is required, this will be charged separately.

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD WITH BLEED
303MM HEIGHT X 426MM WIDTH

FULL PAGE ADVERT WITH BLEED
303MM HEIGHT X 216MM WIDTH
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DEADLINES

HALL SMITH LTD

DECEMBER 2021

JANUARY 2022

FEBRUARY 2022

MARCH 2022

APRIL 2022

MAY 2022

JUNE 2022

BOOKING

22 NOVEMBER

17 DECEMBER

21 JANUARY

 

21 FEBRUARY

21 MARCH

18 APRIL

23 MAY

ARTWORK/EDITORIAL

29 NOVEMBER

23 DECEMBER

28 JANUARY

 

28 FEBRUARY

28 MARCH

25 APRIL

30 MAY

PUBLISHED

3 DECEMBER

5 JANUARY

4 FEBRUARY

 

4 MARCH

4 APRIL

4 MAY

6 JUNE
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FULL PAGE  (A4 - 210 x 297)

INSIDE FRONT COVER  (A4 - 210 x 297)

PAGE 2 OR 3  (A4 - 210 x 297)

INSIDE BACK COVER  (A4 - 210 x 297)

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD  (A4 X 2 - 297 x 420)

OUTSIDE BACK COVER  (A4 - 210 x 297)

FEATURE SPONSORSHIP

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN

PHOTOGRAPHY

ADVERT DESIGN SERVICE

WIRRAL LIFE

£695

£995

£795

£1095

£1095

£1295

POA

 

POA

POA

POA

£200

RATE CARD 2021/2022

MERSEY LIFE

£895

£1195

£995

£1295

£1295

£1495

POA

 

POA

POA

CHESTER LIFE

£795

£1095

£895

£1195

£1195

£1395

POA

 

POA

POA

RATES ARE PER ISSUE AND EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

DISCOUNTS ARE 

AVAILABLE FOR 

BOOKINGS OF 3 

MONTHS+ AND 

ACROSS MULTIPLE 

TITLES. PLEASE 

NOTE THAT 

UPON BOOKING, 

AN INVOICE 

WILL BE ISSUED 

IMMEDIATELY 

AND PAYMENT IS 

REQUIRED PRIOR TO 

PUBLICATION.
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CONTACT US : 0151 363 6403

WIRRAL LIFE 

advertising@wirrallife.com

Twitter: @wirrallifemag

Facebook: wirrallifemagazine

wirrallife.com

MERSEY LIFE

advertising@merseylife.com

Twitter: @merseylifemag

Facebook: merseylifemagazine

merseylife.com

CHESTER LIFE

advertising@chesterlife.com

Twitter: @chesterlifemagazine

Facebook: chesterlifemagazine

chesterlife.com


